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Safety Notes

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES contained in this manual emphasize critical instructions
as follows:

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal injury or
environmental contamination.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage to the equip-
ment.

Important information that should not be overlooked.

Electrical Safety

Up to 5 kV may be present in the analyzer housings.  Always shut down power source(s) before
performing maintenance or troubleshooting.  Only a qualified electrician should make electrical
connections and ground checks.

Any use of the equipment in a manner not specified by the manufacturer may impair the safety
protection originally provided by the equipment.

Grounding

Instrument grounding is mandatory.  Performance specifications and safety protection are void
if instrument is operated from an improperly grounded power source.

Verify ground continuity of all equipment before applying power.

!
WARNING

!
CAUTION

!
NOTE

!
WARNING
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PROTECTIVE CONDUCTOR TERMINAL

(BORNIER DE L’ECRAN DE PROTECTION)

Schutzerde

CAUTION - Risk of electric shock

(ATTENTION-RISQUE DE DÉCHARGE ÉLECTRIQUE)

Achtung - Hochspannung Lebensgefahr

CAUTION - (Refer to accompanying documents)

(ATTENTION-SE RÉFERER AUX DOCUMENTS JOINTS)

Achtung (Beachten Sie beiliegende Dokumente)

CAUTION - Hot Surface

(ATTENTION-SURFACE CHAUDE)

Achtung - Heiße Oberfläche

Warning Labels

These symbols may appear on the instrument in order to alert you of existing conditions.
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Important Notice to Users

There are no operator-serviceable parts inside any components of the CMFA-P 2000 system. Do
not remove the cover from any sensor or controller component.

The CMFA-P 2000 analyzer is a complex piece of equipment that should be serviced only by a
qualified service technician with expertise in instrument technology and electrical systems.
AMETEK recommends that all equipment requiring service be sent back to the factory. AMETEK
also provides field or factory assistance. You should attempt to repair or service this equipment
only after receiving training from an AMETEK/P & AI Division training representative. If you
decide to service this equipment be aware that high voltages, high temperatures, and other
potentially hazardous conditions may arise.

Data contained in this manual has been verified and validated and is believed adequate for the
intended use of this instrument. However, information in this manual is subject to change
without notice.

Environmental Information (WEEE)

This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled.  In some cases
the product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environment or human
health.  In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the environment and to
conserve our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you arrange to recycle this prod-
uct when it reached its “end of life”.

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a municipal
waste system (residential trash).  The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is a reminder to
dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and been removed from
service.  Metals, plastics, and other components are recyclable and you can do your part by
doing one of the following steps:

• When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your local or regional
waste collection administration for recycling.

• In some cases, your “end of life” product may be traded in for credit towards
the pur-chase of new AMETEK instruments.  Contact your dealer to see if this
program is avail-able in your area.

• If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, contact our
office listed in the front of the instruction manual.
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General Safety Summary

Injury Precautions

Review the following safety precautions to avoid injury and prevent damage to this product
or any products connected to it.

User Proper Wiring
To avoid fire hazard, use only the wiring specified in the Chapter 3 of this
manual.

Avoid Electrical Overload
To avoid electrical shock or fire hazard, do not apply a voltage to a terminal that
is outside the range specified for that terminal.

Ground the Product
Be sure to follow the grounding instructions provided in the Chapter 3 of this
manual. Before making connections to the input or output terminals of this
product, ensure that the product is properly grounded.

Do Not Operate Without Covers
To avoid electric shock or fire hazard, do not operate this product with covers or
panels removed.

Use Proper Fuse
To avoid fire hazard, use only the fuse type and rating specified for this products.

Do not Operate in Explosive Atmosphere
To avoid injury or fire hazard, do not operate this products in an explosive
atmosphere unless you have purchased options that are specifically designed for
these environments.

Product Damage Precautions

Use Proper Power Source
Do not operate this products from a power source that applies more than the
voltage specified.

Do Not Operate With Suspected Failures
If you suspect there is damage to this products, have it inspected by qualified
service personnel.
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Declaration of Conformity

Manufacturer’s Name: AMETEK/Thermox®

Manufacturer’s Address: Process & Analytical Instruments Division
150 Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA  15238

declares that the product:

Product Name:   CMFA-P 2000  Analyzer

Conforms to the following standards:

EMC compliance:

EMC Directive 89/336/EEC
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WARRANTY AND CLAIMS

We warrant that any equipment of our own manufacture or manufactured for us pursuant to our specifica-
tions which shall not be, at the time of shipment thereof by or for us, free from defects in material or
workmanship under normal use and service will be repaired or replaced (at our option) by us free of
charge, provided that written notice of such defect is received by us within twelve (12) months from date
of shipment of portable analyzers or within eighteen (18) months from date of shipment or twelve (12)
months from date of installation of permanent equipment, whichever period is shorter. All equipment
requiring repair or replacement under the warranty shall be returned to us at our factory, or at such other
location as we may designate, transportation prepaid. Such returned equipment shall be examined by us
and if it is found to be defective as a result of defective materials or workmanship, it shall be repaired or
replaced as aforesaid. Our obligation does not include the cost of furnishing any labor in connection with
the installation of such repaired or replaced equipment or parts thereof, nor does it include the responsibil-
ity or cost of transportation. In addition, instead of repairing or replacing the equipment returned to us as
aforesaid, we may, at our option, take back the defective equipment, and refund in full settlement the
purchase price thereof paid by Buyer.

Process photometric analyzers, process moisture analyzers, and sampling systems are warranted to
perform the intended measurement, only in the event that the customer has supplied, and AMETEK has
accepted, valid sample stream composition data, process conditions, and electrical area classification prior
to order acknowledgment.  The photometric light sources are warranted for ninety (90) days from date of
shipment.  Resale items warranty is limited to the transferable portion of the original equipment
manufacturer�s warranty to AMETEK. If you are returning equipment from outside the United States, a
statement should appear on the documentation accompanying the equipment being returned declaring
that the goods being returned for repair are American goods, the name of the firm who purchased the
goods, and the shipment date.

The warranty shall not apply to any equipment (or part thereof) which has been tampered with or altered
after leaving our control or which has been replaced by anyone except us, or which has been subject to
misuse, neglect, abuse or improper use. Misuse or abuse of the equipment, or any part thereof, shall be
construed to include, but shall not be limited to, damage by negligence, accident, fire or force of the
elements. Improper use or misapplications shall be construed to include improper or inadequate protec-
tion against shock, vibration, high or low temperature, overpressure, excess voltage and the like, or operat-
ing the equipment with or in a corrosive, explosive or combustible medium, unless the equipment is
specifically designed for such service, or exposure to any other service or environment of greater severity
than that for which the equipment was designed.

The warranty does not apply to used or secondhand equipment nor extend to anyone other than the
original purchaser from us.

THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION AND WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR OF
MERCHANTABILITY OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN, AND OF ALL OTHER
OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES ON OUR PART. IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE LIABLE UNDER THIS
WARRANTY OR ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR ANY ANTICIPATED OR LOST
PROFITS, INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, TIME CHANGES OR ANY OTHER
LOSSES INCURRED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION
WITH THE PURCHASE, INSTALLATION, REPAIR OR OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART
THEREOF COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE. WE MAKE NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR OF MER-
CHANTABILITY, AS TO ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER�S EQUIPMENT, WHETHER SOLD SEPA-
RATELY OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH EQUIPMENT OF OUR MANUFACTURE. WE DO NOT AUTHO-
RIZE ANY REPRESENTATIVE OR OTHER PERSON TO ASSUME FOR US ANY LIABILITY IN CONNEC-
TION WITH EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART THEREOF, COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY.
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OVERVIEW

The CMFA-P portable flue gas/premix analyzer has many powerful
features. A few of the key features and benefits are:

! Modular design for serviceability and future expandability.

! Easy switching between flue gas and premix analysis by turning a
valve.

! Built-in compressor allows easy sampling from flue gases that aren’t
under a high positive pressure.

! Four -line x 20-character display. On-line help and system diagnostics
messages are also available.

! Isolated, linear current output. Output can be scaled using software
for a 4 to 20 mA or 0 to 20 mA current output, and can be reversed to
provide a 20 to 4 mA or 20 to 0 mA output.

! Diagnostics capabilities, including system tests for A/D, RAM, EE-
PROM, and keypad. Display line 4 is reserved for full text error and
diagnostic messages. If these messages appear, they can be used to
target troubleshooting efforts.

! Multiple calibration options, including the ability to verify that your
system is within calibration without actually changing your calibra-
tion settings.
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Sensor Operations

The CMFA-P 2000 operating principle is straightforward. In the premix
mode, with the 3-way valve set to the Premix position, a small portion of
the sample gas stream enters the analyzer. The sample gas enters through
the sample flow meter and flashback arrestor and flows to the combus-
tion chamber, where the mixture is burned. The pump does not need to
be turned on in the premix mode. The resulting products of combustion,
oxygen or combustibles, are then measured with a zirconium oxide cell
before being exhausted. Zirconium  oxide technology, standard on
Thermox products, ensures fast, accurate analysis of the air/fuel gas
mixture. In the flue gas mode, the sample is introduced through the rear
inlet, and the 3-way valve is turned to the Flue Gas position. A portion of
the flue gas passes through the cell housing by convection, past the cell,
and back to the main passage. The pump powering the aspirator must be
turned on when sampling flue gas.

Follow these cautions listed below when working on the sensor

• Do not introduce premix gas into the rear inlet of the ana-
lyzer. The rear inlet does not contain a flame arrestor.

• Remove AC power from the sensor and control unit and
allow the sensor to cool for at least one hour before perform-
ing any maintenance or troubleshootingactivities.

• The outside of the sensor cover and all sensor assembly
components are hot during normal operation. Allow sensor
components to cool for at least an hour before working inside
the sensor. Use caution and wear appropriate gloves when
handling components or when touching the sensor cover.

Basic Elements of  the Sensor

The CMFA-P2000 analyzer consists of the following basic systems:

The Plumbing - All inlet and outlet tubing (cell housing), the sensing
cell, the sensing cell fitting, and flashback arrestor, selector valve, and
compressor.

The Measuring System - The sensing cell, wiring, and control unit.

!
CAUTION
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The Temperature System - Furnace, case heaters, type “K” thermocouple
(maintains cell operating temperature), and the sensor board contain-
ing  cold junction compensation. The sensing cell operates at a
constant temperature. The circuit board in the sensor terminal box
switches power to the furnace from the AC mains connected to the
sensor. This board also provides cold junction compensation to the
thermocouple circuit.

The Oxygen Measuring Cell

The sensing element itself is a closed-end tube or disk made from ce-
ramic zirconium oxide stabilized with an oxide of yttrium or calcium.
Porous platinum coatings on the inside and outside serve as a catalyst
and as electrodes. At high temperatures (generally above 1200°F/650°C),
oxygen molecules coming in contact with the platinum electrodes near

Figure 1-1.
Zirconium oxide cell
principle of operation.

the sensor become ionic. As long as the oxygen partial pressures on
either side of the cell are equal, the movement is random and no net flow
of ions occurs. If, however, gases having different oxygen partial pres-
sures are on either side of the cell, a potentiometric voltage is produced
(See Figure 1-1). The magnitude of this voltage is a function of the ratio
of the two oxygen partial pressures. If the oxygen partial pressure of one
gas is known, the voltage produced by the cell indicates the oxygen
content of the other gas. A reference gas, usually air (20.9% O2), is used
for one of the gases.
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Since the voltage of the cell is temperature dependent, the cell is main-
tained at a constant temperature. Some newer high temperature insitu
models use the heat from the process to heat the sensor, and the process
temperature is continuously measured and used in the software calcula-
tion. The oxygen content is then determined from the Nernst equation:

where R and F are constants, T is absolute temperature, and O1 and O2

are the oxygen partial pressures on either side of the cell.

For measuring oxygen in non-combustibles gases, the calibration of an
analyzer is obtained from the formula:

Where A is a constant, T is the cell temperature on an absolute scale (°C
+ 273) and O2 Unk% is the unknown oxygen concentration of the gas to
be analyzed(calculated by the analyzer).

The cell produces zero voltage when the same amount of oxygen is on
both sides, and the voltage increases as the oxygen concentration of the
sample decreases. The voltage created by the difference in the sample gas
and the reference air is carried by a cable to the microprocessor control
unit, where it is linearized to an output signal.

Because of the high operating temperature of the cell, combustible
gases that are present may burn. When this occurs, the cell will
generate high millivolts and cause the display to indicate less
oxygen than is actually in the gas (net oxygen content).

As an excess fuel analyzer

The Excess Fuel Software option enables the operation of the analyzer to
be extended to measure the oxide-to-fuel ratio in reducing (fuel-rich)
environments.

Oxides-to-fuel ratio is the ratio of oxides (CO2 and H2O) to combustibles
(CO and H2) in the flue gas. If the fuel or the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio
of the fuel is known, we can calculate % combustible or % excess fuel.
The % combustibles is the percentage of combustibles in the flue gas
versus the total flue gas volume. % excess fuel is the % of fuel in excess
of what is required for stoichiometric combustion.

E = A*T*Log 20.9%
O2 Unk%

AT = 52.74 at 790∞C

!
NOTE

E = RT
4F

O1
O2

ln
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Things  to Remember

! Always introduce calibration gases at the recommended flow rate.

! When working on the plumbing inside the sensor cabinet, turn the
power off. The oxygen cell heater has exposed windings and a short
to the plumbing will blow the fuse and could damage the furnace or
thermocouple.

! Do not handle the cell excessively. Do not try to clean the cell except
by rinsing. If you need to handle the cell, grasp by touching the seal
fitting at the top; never touch the bare part of the cell.

! Do not remove a cell or type “K” thermocouple that you may want to
use again when the inside of the furnace is still hot - severe thermal
shock can be destructive to either of them.

! Always replace the metal cell O-ring when replacing the oxygen cell.
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!
NOTE

Technical Support

AMETEK/Thermox is committed to providing you the best technical
support in the industry. If you need service or application assistance,
please call AMETEK at (412) 828-9040, or your local AMETEK/Thermox
representative.

Before you call the factory for technical support, run test gases and
record the following values (you may be asked by the factory to provide
this information when receiving service):

! Cell millivolts

! Thermocouple millivolts

! Cell temperature

Return of Equipment

If you need to return equipment, you will be asked to provide the fol-
lowing information before obtaining a Return Material Authorization
(RMA) number.

! Billing and shipping address

! Model number

! Serial number

! Purchase order number

! Telephone number

Before returning material, you must get an RMA number from the
factory.
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SpecificationS

cMfa-p 2000

 Two analyzers in one. Acts as a flue gas oxygen analyzer or a premix gas 
analyzer.

•  Built-in compressor for pulling flue gas samples into the analyzer.

•  Works in either excess fuel or excess air environments.

•  For premix portion of analyzer, measures air/fuel ratio in open-flame 
applications where flue gas measurements are impractical.

enclosure  

Both the sensor and control unit are housed in a luggage-style, aluminum 
carrying case.

operating Range

100% to 0.1% excess oxygen and 0.1% to 50% excess fuel.

Display

4-line x 20-character vacuum fluorescent display. Three display lines are 
user-selectable for one of the following: excess oxygen, excess fuel, com-
bined excess-oxygen to excess-fuel range, fuels/oxides, oxides to fuels, 
combustibles, time and date, cell temperature, user-programmable text, 
thermocouple mV or cell mV. Password protection and context-sensitive 
help are also provided.

Diagnostics

System test for A/D, RAM, EEPROM and keypad. Display line 4 reserved 
for full-text error and diagnostic messages. Twenty-entry log.
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analog output 

Isolated, linear current output. Select excess oxygen, excess fuel, combined 
excess-oxygen to excess-fuel range, combustibles, fuels/oxides, oxides/
fuels, cell temperature, thermocouple mV and cell mV. Each output can 
be 4-20 mA, 0-20 mA, 20-4 mA, 20-0 mA and is fully scalable. Hold or track 
during calibration and select a degree of damping. Maximum load 1200 
ohms.

Weight  

44 lb (19.9 kg)

Dimensions

10.75” wide x 18” high x 16” deep (27.3 cm x 45.7 cm x 40.7 cm)

calibration 

Calibrate or verify calibration. Store last calibration and verification data.

Built-in compressor  

Draws gas from up to 6 inches of water vacuum.

power Requirements:

The CMFA-P 2000 analyzer is line-powered. 
115 VAC + 10%, 50-60 Hz., 747 VA max.
230 VAC + 10%, 50-60 Hz., 2222 VA max.

eMc Directive 

89/336/EEC

Low Voltage Directive 

UL 3101-1

contact Rating 

0.5A, 30V, 10VA max. noninductive load, AC or DC
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environment:  

Ambient Temperature: 14 to 116 °F (-10 to 47 °C) for Control half;   -5 to 100 
°F (-20 to 37.8 °C) for Sensor half

Maximum Altitude:  2000 meters

Overvoltage Category: II

IEC Pollution Degree 2

Relative Humidity : 10% to 90%, non-condensing

Sample temperature

Flue Gas Inlet: 0 to 2000 °F (-18 to 1100 °C)

Premix Inlet: 32 to 122 °F (0 to 50 °C)

accuracy

+ 2% of measured value or +0.1% O2, whichever is greater.
+ 5% of measured value or +0.25% excess fuel, whichever is greater*.

* Specifications based on 0-15% range, natural gas.

Response time

Percent Oxygen: 63% in less than 18 seconds; 90% in less than 22 seconds

Percent Excess Fuel: 63% in less than 17 seconds; 90% in less than 63 sec-
onds

Drift 
Less than 0.1% of the cell output per month

Repeatability 
+ 0.2% of measured value

Sample and calibration Gas flow Rate 
2 SCFH (1 liter/minute) for flue gas analysis
1 SCFH (0.47 liter/minute) for premix gas analysis

Maximum Sample pressure 
10 PSIG (68.95 kPa)
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INSTALLATION

The operations in this chapter should be performed only by qualified
personnel.

There are no operator-serviceable components inside the CMFA-P 2000
system. You should never open the sensor or controller covers. Qualified
service personnel should never service the controller or sensor unless
power has been removed from the controller and sensor, and the sensor
has been allowed to cool for at least one hour. Always use gloves when
working on the sensor.

Unpacking

Remove any packing material from the sensor and control unit. Check for
damage. If any is found, notify the shipper.

!
CAUTION
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Installation and Set-Up

Before attempting installation and setup, identify the control side and
the sensor side of the analyzer. The control side houses the display. To
open the analyzer, unlock the latches and open the analyzer to view its
two components.

The CMFA-P 2000 is not intended for permanent outdoor use. It is not to
be used outdoors even temporarily under adverse weather conditions.
Operate only with adequate ventilation space (minimum 6 -inch clear-
ance on sides or back of sensor).

Installation

1. A 10-pin signal cable is used to connect the two sides of the analyzer.
Connect one end to the female connector on the control side and the
other end to the female connector on the sensor side.

2. Connect the power interconnect cable between the control and sensor
sides of the analyzer.

3. Install the power cord into the control side power plug and connect it
to a grounded AC power outlet only.

All analyzers ship with a North American 120 volt cord/plug and a
European cord with no plug.  Refer modifications to the power cord to
qualified service personnel. If the power source is not 120 volt North
American power, the power cord plug must be changed to match your
country and/or electrical code.

4. Turn on the power switch on the control side of the analyzer.

5. Turn the selector valve to either Premix or Flue Gas, based on what
you will be measuring. The selector valve is located on the front panel
of the sensor side of the analyzer.

!
NOTE

!
NOTE
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Set-Up

Set-up your analyzer to operate based on whether you will be using flue
gas or premix gas.

Flue gas

1. If measuring flue gas, wait until the analyzer has reached the proper
operating temperature and then turn on the pump using the pump
switch . This will prevent the flue gas from condensing in the ana-
lyzer. The pump switch is located on the sensor side of the analyzer.

2. Connect a sample probe to the 1/8" NPT connection on the back of the
sensor side of the analyzer.

Premix gas

1. If measuring premix gas, connect 1/4" tubing to the 1/4" NPT connec-
tion on the front of the sensor side of the analyzer labeled Premix
Inlet. Set the flow to 1 SCFH (0.5 L/min).

2. Allow the analyzer to warm up (approximately 1 hour).

Calibration

When calibrating the analyzer, insert the calibration gases into the inlet
that you will be using when operating the analyzer (premix or flue gas).

When connecting to the current output jacks, use a shielded cable
with the shield connected to the ground thumb screw next to the jacks
to maintain EMI compliance for the current output.

You can use the hook on the top of the analyzer to hang it from a pole
or other supporting structure.

Cleaning Instructions

Clean the CMFA-P 2000 with a cloth dampened with water or a standard
household-type cleaning agent.

!
NOTE

!
CAUTION
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Operations Guidelines

Premix

Premix gas systems are usually operated under positive pressure so you
don�t normally need to turn on the pump for this mode of operation. If
the sample has insufficient pressure to lift the flow meter ball, the pump
can be used to assist the flow.

Never introduce premix gas into the flue gas inlet on the back of the
sensor unit.

If the aspirator must be used to assist the flow of premix gas, use as little
vacuum as possible. It may be necessary to restrict the flue gas inlet port
slightly to obtain enough vacuum to pull premix gas into the premix port.

!
CAUTION

Figure 3-1.
CMFA-P Premix flow
schematic.
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Flue Gas

When used in the flue gas mode, the CMFA-P analyzer can check your
flue gas quickly.  Ambient temperature should be in the range of -5 to
100 °F (-20 to 38.7 °C) for the sensor half, and 14 to 116 °F (-10 to 47 °C) for
the controller half of the analyzer.  Since the sensor case is well ventilated,
do not expose it to rain or severe water spray, or subject the sensor to
extremely high vibration.

The sensor is also suitable for longer term testing of several days or
weeks (sensor temperature max. 100 °F (38.7 °C)).  It can also be used
for spot checking up to a maximum sensor temperature of 122 °F
(50 °C).  For applications where the analyzer will be used for continu-
ous duty in ambient conditions above 100 °F (38.7 °C),  the pump
should be placed in a cooler location or an external air supply should
be used.

When measuring flue gas, the sensor should be located as close as pos-
sible to the sample point to minimize possible moisture condensation.
Some dirt and moisture will pass directly through the main flow path of
the sensor. If a substantial amount of water enters the sensor, it can reach
the oxygen cell. If this happens, the cell will shatter from severe thermal
shock. Some dirt may also be left behind when there is high dirt loading.
The combination of dirt and water can leave a coating of “mud” on the
inside of the main flow path and in all interconnecting tubing.

FLUE GAS
POSITION

ASPIRATOR
VENTURI

CELL HOUSING

FURNACE

ASPIRATOR AIR INLET
FROM COMPRESSOR

1/8"NPT
OXYGEN ANALYZER

FLUE GAS INLET

1/4"NPT
OUTLET

TWO POSITION
VALVE SET TO

Figure 3-2.
CMFA-P flue gas flow
schematic.

!
NOTE
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We recommend connecting a straight metal or ceramic sample pipe
directly to the flue gas inlet port on the back of the sensor unit. The metal
or ceramic sampling probe can then be inserted directly into the flue gas
duct or stack. Good results may also be obtained by using a flexible hose
to connect a hand-held sampling pipe to the sensor. Avoid low points
(traps) in the hose that can collect condensed moisture. Do not use long
sample lines. We recommend that the flow path be as short and direct as
possible.

Avoid long horizontal sections of line and low points in the system from
which water cannot drain. When a low point that would be a natural trap
is unavoidable, provide a simple �J� tube drain to remove the water.

In the flue gas mode the CMFA-P sensor incorporates a secondary flow
path (convection loop) to carry the sample past the cell. The motive force
for this flow is convection caused by the difference in temperature be-
tween the cell and cell housing, and the return loop which is at a lower
temperature. This feature permits wide variations in the main path
sample flow rate without significantly affecting the flow rate past the cell.

Pressurized flue gas samples

Samples under pressure as high as 2 PSI can be vented directly through
the analyzer. For higher pressures, we recommend either installing a
drop-out chamber with a control valve on its outlet  or using the aspirator
with the exhaust of the aspirator returned to the process to equalize the
pressure. If returning the sample to the process, be sure the exhaust tube
from the aspirator has an inside diameter of 5/16 inch or more.

A sample with a positive upstream pressure as low as 0.1 inches of water
will vent directly through the analyzer. The pump is not necessary unless
a higher flow rate is needed. If no sample is obtained when the sensor is
connected to the process, then it will be necessary to use the pump.

Negative pressure flue gas samples

If the sample is under negative pressure (or less than 0.1 inches of water),
it must be pulled through the sensor using the aspirator. For intermittent
use, the pump on the analyzer can be used. To use the pump, turn the
pump switch on. The pump supplied by AMETEK/Thermox provides
adequate air pressure for the sensor to pull a sample from an area that is
at five to six inches of water vacuum.

If the CMFA-P 2000 is going to be used for flue gas measurement for an
extended period of time, you may want to use filtered, regulated plant air
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for the aspirator rather than the built-in pump. To switch from pump to
plant air, disconnect the pump from the fitting leading to the aspirator
and apply plant air to this fitting. Plant air should be reduced to about
four to six PSI using a pressure regulator connected to the air supply hose.
For minimum air consumption, start with no air pressure, then slowly
increase the pressure until a steady oxygen reading is obtained. Then add
1/2 to 1 PSI additional pressure.
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!
NOTE

Sample Gas/Calibration Gas Requirements

For calibration gases in the oxygen range, use the following calibration
gases:

• Zero O2 Gas - 0.1% O2 to 10% O2

• Span O2 Gas - Factor of ten higher than the zero gas.

For example, if the zero gas is 1.0% O2, the span gas must be 10% or
higher O2. If the zero gas is .1% O2, the span gas must be 1% O2 or
higher.

When calibrating in the excess fuel range, use the following calibration
gases:

• Zero (low) gas - 5 to 10% of excess fuel operating range in O2/CH4/N2

mixture.

• Span (high) gas - 60 to 80% of excess fuel operating range in O2/CH4/
N2 mixture.

Use the Calibrate/Conversions menu option to calculate the gas to
input into the system.

Always use the same flow rate for calibration gases and your sample gas
to maintain an accurate CMFA-P 2000 analyzer.
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!
CAUTION

Exhaust Plumbing

Never restrict the exhaust from the sensor. If tubing is used to extend
the exhaust connection from the sensor, 3/8" OD tubing is the mini-
mum size you should use.

The sensor exhaust is 1/4" NPT. Exhaust plumbing must slope down from
the sensor to keep condensed water from blocking the flow of exhaust
gases. If the exhaust line must slope upward, install a drip leg (consult
factory if you require assistance in installing a drip leg).
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Pressure and Flow Requirements for Premix Gases

In general, the premix gases flowing into the sensor must be kept at a

constant pressure because the sensing cell is a pressure-sensitive device.

Therefore, use a pressure regulator to keep the inlet pressure constant

because pressure fluctuations can lead to inaccurate sensor readings. Also

make sure that the inlet pressure is high enough to maintain the desired

flow rates, but is not over 10 PSIG. In general, use the lowest pressure

possible to maintain the desired flow rate because this will give you

greater control using the flow knob on the sample flow meter.
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General Tubing Considerations for Premix Gases

Leaks
Ensure that all tubing you connect to the analyzer is leak-tight. Since air
contains approximately 209,000 PPM of oxygen, even the slightest leak in
the sample gas line can lead to inaccurate readings.

Clean Tubing
Never use rubber or plastic tubing. Use stainless steel tubing or refrigera-
tion-grade copper tubing. The tubing must be extremely clean to prevent
problems associated with contaminated tubing that could affect the
readings from the sensor.

Quick Response
To improve the response time of the CMFA-P 2000, use as small a sample
tube diameter as possible. The smaller the inside diameter of the sample
tubing, the better the response time will be. Also, make the length of the
sample line between the analyzer and your sample gas as short as pos-
sible. You may also want to add a bypass in your premix line, just before
the CMFA-P 2000.
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USER INTERFACE

CMFA-P Control Unit

This chapter provides a brief overview on how to use the CMFA-P control
half of the analyzer. This includes the following topics:

• Areas of the Control Unit

• Password Restrictions

• Control Unit Display

• Control Unit Keys

• Selecting Menu Options

• Exiting Menu Options
- Automatic Menu Exit

• On-Line Help
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Areas of the Control Unit

Figure 4-1 shows the various areas of the control unit, including the
locations of the power supply/keypad module and display module. The
control unit is operated by pressing keys on the keypad.

Figure 4-1.
Front view of CMFA-P
2000 display.

Password Restrictions

For menu options where you can change system settings, and a password
exists, you must first enter the password to access that menu�s functions.
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Control Unit Keys

This section provides an introduction to the main keypad keys on the
control unit. Each of these keys provides a menu of choices.  When in a
menu, press the number keys to enter values.

Setup key
Allows you to set the control unit for your specific application.

Calibrate key
Allows you to set calibration parameters and to start calibrations.

Analog Range key
Allows you to define parameters that control analog current outputs.

Help key
Allows you to access control unit on-line help.

Cancel key
Cancels you out of menu options.

Enter key
Allows you to confirm menu choices and values.

Selecting Menu Options

To select a menu option, press the Down arrow key until the arrows are
pointing at the menu option, then press the Enter key. If you are in a
menu where you are asked to select from choices, the current choice will
have an asterisk (*) in front of it. For example, if you select the Display
option from the Setup key, then select Display Line 1, the current choice
to appear on display line 1 appears with the asterisk in front of it (for
example, *oxygen).

If all menu options can�t be shown on the display, a Down arrow key will
appear  on the far right of the last display line to indicate that more menu
options are available. Once the Down arrow key disappears, there are no
more menu options below the bottom menu item on the display. If an Up
arrow key appears on the far right of the first display line, it indicates that
there are more menu options available by pressing the Up arrow key.
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Exiting Menu Options

To exit a specific menu, press the Cancel key. To cancel out of all menus,
continue to press the Cancel key until all menus disappear from the
display and only display selections remain.

Pressing the Cancel key does not delete any settings you have set
while in a menu.

Automatic Menu Exit Feature

If you don�t press a key after 15 minutes, the system exits the menu and
returns the system to normal operations (exits out of all menus).

On-Line Help

When you select a menu, you can press the Help key to get a description
of the menu options. Press the Help key again to exit on-line help and
return to the menu options (or press the Cancel or Enter key). For ex-
ample, to get on-line help on the Passwords option from the Setup key,
select the Setup key, then move the arrow pointers to the Passwords
option and press the Help key. You would then receive on-line help on
the Password option.

!
NOTE
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Setup Key

The Setup key allows you to do the following:

• Define what information to place on each display line (Display).

• Define a system password that limits control unit access to
authorized personnel (Passwords).

• Define the pressure at which your system will operate (Process Pres-
sure).

• Perform system tests (System Tests).

• View the serial and manufacturing number for your control
unit (System Serial #).

• Enter your process fuel (Process Fuel).

Figure 4-2.
Setup key menu
options.

Setup Key

Passwords

System Ser ia l  #

Display

System Tests

Process Fue l

Process Pressure
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Figure 4-3.
Overview of Setup key
functions.

SETUP

PASSWORD

PROCESS FUEL

SYSTEM SERIAL # System Serial  #
Manufactur ing #

SYSTEM TESTS Calibrate A/D
Test  RAM
Test  Keyboard
Tes t  EEPROM
Module Detect
Test Digital In
Erase RAM
Erase  EEPROM
Read Memory Locat ion

PROCESS PRESSURE Select posi t ive or negat ive process pressure
Enter process pressure value

Turn Off
% O2
% Combust ib les/% O2 (combined range)
% Excess fuel /% O2 (combined range)
Oxides/fuel rat io
Fuel/oxides rat io
Cel l  temperature
Cell mil l ivolts
Thermocouple mil l ivolts (T/C mil l ivolts)
Current date/t ime
User text

Display Line #1
Display Line #2
Display Line #3

DISPLAY
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Display

The Display option on the Setup menu allows you to define what infor-
mation should appear on the top three display lines. Choices for each line
are as follows:

• % O2

• % combustibles / % O2 (combined range)

• % excess fuel / % O2 (combined range)

• Oxides/fuel ratio

• Fuel/oxides ratio

• Cell temperature

• Cell millivolts

• Thermocouple millivolts (T/C millivolts)

• Current date/time

• User text

• Turn off (leave display line blank)

Menu options can occupy display lines 3 and 4 and sometimes
display line 2. Place the information that is most critical to view on
the first and second display lines.

1. Select Display from the Setup menu.

2. Select Display Line #1, Display Line #2, or Display Line #3, de-
pending on where you want to place the information.

3. Select the type of information you want on the display line.

!
NOTE
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Auto Ranging Feature

Combined oxygen/excess fuel readings

If you select combined excess oxygen/excess fuel reading on one of the
display lines, and the reading switches from oxygen to excess fuel, the
display switches from the % O2 scale to the % Excess Fuel scale.

Entering User Text

You can include user text on one display line only. User text can be
up to 20 characters long.

The Down arrow key on the third line of the display allows you to see
your current position when entering your user text message. When you
first select the User Text option, this Down arrow key appears above the
first position on the display.

To enter text, use the Up and Down arrow keys on your control unit
keypad to scroll through the ASCII text characters. Once the letter you
want to enter appears in that position, press the Right arrow key to move
to the next position. You can also press the Left arrow key to move back
one position in your text message. When you are finished entering your
message, press the Enter key.

In addition, the following keys can be used to help you move quickly to a
specific location in the ASCII text table:

• Pressing the number 1 key moves you to upper case A.

• Pressing the number 3 key moves you to upper case Z.

• Pressing the number 7 key moves you to lower case a.

• Pressing the number 9 key moves you to lower case z.

• Pressing the number 5 key moves you to the space character.

• Pressing the number 0 key moves you to the number zero character.

!
NOTE
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Passwords

By default, the system password is disabled. If you don�t want to
enable a system password, you can skip this section.

This menu option allows you to define a system password. A system
password limits access to menu options that alter system settings to
authorized personnel only. You can also use this menu option to disable
the password requirement.

If no one at your site can remember the correct password, you can call
AMETEK/Thermox and a service password will be provided to you so
you can access this password option and enter a new system pass-
word.

1. Select Passwords from the Setup key menu.

You will be prompted to enter a new system password:

Enter NEW Password

2. Enter a four-digit password. To protect the identification of the pass-
word, the numbers you enter are displayed as blocks rather than as
text.

You are then prompted to reenter the password to verify it.

      Reenter to Verify

3. Reenter the password.

To later disable or change the system password, you must first enter
the old password to access this menu option, then change or disable
the password (0000 disables the password).

!
NOTE

!
NOTE

!
NOTE
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Process Pressure

This option only needs to be used if you are returning the exhaust
back to the process. If you are venting the exhaust to atmosphere, you
do not need to enter a process pressure.

This menu option allows you to define your process pressure. Setting this
value corrects oxygen measurements for the defined pressure.

1. Select Process Pressure from the Setup key menu.

2. Select Positive Pressure.

You are then prompted to enter your system process pressure:

Pressure = xx.x PSIG
New Value?

3. Enter your process pressure (up to one decimal point is allowed - for
example, 1.5 PSIG), then press the Enter key.

The process pressure you entered will appear on the third display
line.

4. If the correct pressure has been entered into the system, press the
Enter key without entering a new value to exit this menu option. If
the pressure was incorrectly entered, you can reenter it at this point.

System Tests

Performing these tests is not required under normal operations.

This menu option allows you to check the CMFA-P 2000 for possible
problems and to isolate the problem. You may be asked by AMETEK/
Thermox personnel to access this menu option to perform system diag-
nostics to help in troubleshooting any problems.

The following tests can be run using this menu option:

Calibrate A/D
Forces an A/D converter calibration. This is automatically done during
system start-up.

!
NOTE

!
NOTE
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Test RAM
Checks the functionality of the control unit�s internal Random Access
Memory (RAM).

Test Keyboard
Tests that each key is functioning correctly.

Test EEPROM
Tests the electrically erasable programmable read-only memory.

Module Detect
Allows the control unit to check for the presence of option modules.
This test is used to ensure that the control unit is recognizing any
option modules you have installed into the control unit. This is auto-
matically done during system start-up.

Test Digital In
Allows you to test the system digital input.

Erase RAM
Allows you to erase all RAM memory locations.

Erase EEPROM
Allows you to erase internal EEPROM memory locations if your
control unit is not operating properly. Be careful, though, because
selecting this option will erase all settings in your control unit, and the
default values will be reinstalled.

Read Memory Location
This is used to view internal software variables used for system opera-
tion and troubleshooting.

System Serial #

The System Serial # menu option allows you to view your system serial
# and manufacturing #. You may be asked by AMETEK/Thermox person-
nel to provide this information upon request.

1 Select System Serial # from the Setup menu.

2 Select System Serial # or Manufacturing #.

3 The system displays the system serial # or manufacturing #.
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Process Fuel

This menu option allows you to enter your process fuel as a hydrogen-to-
carbon (H/C) ratio. It also provides an option for you to enter a specific
hydrogen/carbon ratio (Other). The CMFA-P 2000 controller uses this
information to calculate any of the excess fuel process readings.

1. Select Process Fuel from the Setup Key menu.

2. Select your process fuel from the following list (hydrogen-to-carbon
ratio for each fuel is provided in parentheses):

� Butane (2.5)

� Coal (.68)

� Fuel oil (1.7)

� Methane (4.0)

� Natural gas (3.7)

� Propane (2.67)

� Other

If you choose Other, you are prompted to enter a specific hydrogen-
to-carbon ratio.

3. Press the Enter key to enter the value into the system.

4. Press the Enter key to exit this menu option.
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Analog Range Key

This chapter provides help on how to do the following:

• Define what information should be sent to the analog output port
during a calibration. Decide whether to hold the output at the last
process reading taken before the start of calibration or track the cali-
bration readings (Set Track/Hold).

• Define analog output range as 0 to 20 mA or 4 to 20 mA (Set Current
Mode).

• Define what type of information the analog output should track
(Select Function).

• Once you select what type of process readings the analog output
should track using the Select Function menu option, decide what
range of these readings the analog output range will cover (Set Cur-
rent Range).

• Decide whether to enable output filtering, and if enabled, how much
to smooth out abrupt changes in readings (Output Filtering).

Analog Range Key

Set Current Range

Set Track/Hold

Set Current Mode

Output Filtering

Select Function
Figure 4-4.
Analog Range key
menu options.
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Analog Range key menu options are presented in the order in which they
appear on your control unit screen, from top to bottom. Figure 4-5 pro-
vides an overview of the functions covered by each Analog Range key
menu option.

ANALOG

0 to 20 mA value
4 to 20 mA value

SET CURRENT RANGE

SET CURRENT MODE 0 to 20 mA
4 to 20 mA

SET TRACK/HOLD
Hold Dur ing Cal
Track Dur ing Cal
Hold Dur ing Verfy
Track Dur ing Verfy

OUTPUT FILTERING Enter output f i l ter value
100 = no f i l ter ing
1 = maximum f i l ter ing

SELECT FUNCTION % Oxygen
% Excess Combust ib les
% Excess Fuel
% Excess Fuel  to  % O2 (combined range)
% O2 to  % Excess Combust ib les (combined range)
% Excess Combust ib les to  % O2 (combined range)
% O2 to % Excess Fuel  (combined range)
Oxides/Fuel  Rat io
Fuel /Oxides Rat io
Cel l  Temperature
Thermocouple mi l l ivol ts ( t /c mv)
Cell  mil l ivolts (cel l  mv)

Figure 4-5.
Overview of Analog
Range key functions.
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Set Current Range

This menu option allows you to define the range of readings that the 0 to
20 or 4 to 20 mA (milliamp) output will represent. You can also choose to
set a reverse analog output range. For example, 0 mA can correspond to
the high end of the oxygen range, and 20 mA can correspond to the low
end of the oxygen range.

The range of readings the current output represents is also a function of
the type of process readings the analog output port tracks.

See the Set Current Mode section for help on choosing either a 0 to 20
mA or 4 to 20 mA scale.

To set the range of readings that the selected current output represents,
do the following:

1  After selecting an analog output port, select Set Current Range from
the Analog Range key menu.

You will be prompted to define the new value to correspond to the 20
mA analog output:

   Out # y    20 ma = xx
New Value?

where y is the analog output port, and xx is the present value that the
current output currently represents (for example, 10 % O2). Although
we use output port #1 for this example, the output port that appears
depends on the analog port selected.

2 Type the value to correspond to the 20 mA analog output.

You will then be prompted to define the value to correspond to the 0
or 4 mA analog output:

Out # y    4 ma = xx
New Value?

where y is the analog output port and xx is the value that the current
output currently represents.

3 Type the value to correspond to the 4 (or 0) mA analog output.

!
NOTE
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Combined Range Operations

If you use the analog output for a combined range between excess fuel
and excess oxygen, you actually have two unique ranges: one for excess
fuel, and one range for excess oxygen. Because of this combined range
feature, you must define where to create the zero point that separates the
two ranges.

You have the option of:

1. allowing the software to automatically divide these ranges to keep the
same resolution between the two ranges (see Auto zero point ), or

2. directly entering how much of the analog output range to allow for
the excess oxygen and excess fuel range (see Fixed zero point ).

The zero point is always 0% excess oxygen and 0% excess fuel. You then
define how many mA to allow for each of these sub-ranges.

Auto zero point

System automatically sets the zero point so the same resolution is main-
tained on both the % excess oxygen range and the % excess fuel or %
combustibles range. For example, if the analog output range spans from
3% excess fuel to 1% excess oxygen, and the range is 0 to 20 mA, the
output scale is then 5 mA per % oxygen and 5 mA per % excess fuel (5 mA
for % oxygen, 15 mA for excess fuel range).

Fixed zero point

System allows you to define a fixed zero point, providing two discrete
output ranges, one for oxygen and one for excess fuel. With this option,
the resolution may not be the same between the ranges, depending on
where you set the fixed zero point.

Example:

If you have an analog output range (0 to 20 mA) from 2% excess oxygen (0
mA) to 2% excess fuel (20 mA), the auto zero point option would set the
zero point between the two ranges at 10 mA. But, if you used the fixed
zero point option, you could tell the system instead to have 0% to 2%
excess fuel range and take up 15 mA of the analog output. This gives more
resolution than the excess oxygen range, even though they both use the
same percentage.
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To be able to set the fixed zero point, you need to know whether % excess
fuel or % excess oxygen is the 0 or 4 mA value, and which is the 20 mA
value.

Set Track/Hold

This menu option allows you to decide what signals to send to the se-
lected analog output port during a calibration or verification. You have
the option to either hold the last process reading or track calibration
readings. Separate decisions can be made for verify and calibrate opera-
tions, so, for example, you can choose to hold the last process reading
during verifications, but track calibration gas readings during calibrations.

1. Select Set Track/Hold from the Analog Range key after selecting an
analog output port.

2. You can choose to either hold process readings or track calibration
readings on the analog output port. Separate choices can be made for
calibration and verify operations.

For calibration operations, select one of the following:

Hold during cal

or

Track during cal

After you select one of these options, your choice will be confirmed on the
display:

Out # 1 will TRACK
during Calibration

or

Out # 1 will HOLD
during Calibration
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For verify operations, select one of the following:

Hold during verify

or

Track during verify

After you select one of these options, your choice will be confirmed on the
display:

Out # 1 will TRACK
during Verify

or

Out # 1 will HOLD
during Verify

Set Current Mode

The Set Current Mode menu option allows you to define either a 0 to 20
or 4 to 20 mA analog output range for the selected analog output port.
This output is dependent on both the range of readings you define.

1. Select the Set Current Mode menu option from the Analog Range key
after selecting an analog output port.

2. Select 4 to 20 mA Mode or 0 to 20 mA Mode.

The following will then appear on the display:

Out # y is set for
4 - 20 ma

or

Out # y is set for
0 - 20 ma
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Output Filtering

The Output Filtering menu option allows you to filter out quick transi-
tions in readings to allow a smoother analog output.

1. Select Output Filtering from the Analog Range key after selecting an
analog output port.

You will be prompted to enter an output filtering value:

[100 = FAST 1 = SLOW]
Fltr = XX New #?

where XX is the current filter value.

100 equals no filtering, and 1 equals the highest possible filter value.
The default value is 100 (no filtering).

2. Type a number between 1 and 100, then press the Enter key. Enter 01
to enter 1, 07 to enter 7, 70 for 70, etc.

Select Function

The Select Function menu option allows you to select the type of infor-
mation the analog output port should track. Choices are as follows:

• Oxygen
• % excess combustibles
• % excess fuel
• % excess fuel to % O2 (combined range)
• % O2 to % excess combustibles (combined range)
• % excess combustibles to % O2 (combined range)
• % O2 to % excess fuel (combined range)
• Oxides/fuel ratio
• Fuel/oxides ratio
• Cell temperature
• Thermocouple millivolts (t/c mv)
• Cell millivolts (cell mv)

1. Choose Select Function from the Analog Range menu after selecting
an analog output port.

2. Select the function you want the selected analog output port to track
The Series 2000 control unit then prompts you with the Set Current
Range menu option to choose the range of readings that the 0 to 20
mA or 4 to 20 mA analog output represents.

!
NOTE
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CALIBRATE KEY

The Calibrate key allows you to calibrate your analyzer.

Cal ibrate Key

Init iate Cal

Init iate Verify

Cal /Ver i fy Data

Cal  Gas Value

Set  Cal  T imers

Convers ionsFigure 5-1.
Calibrate Key Menu.

!
NOTE

If using the jacks on the front of the CMFA-P to track readings with
an analog output signal, you can set whether the analog output
should follow the calibration or hold at the last process reading.
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Definitions

Calibrations vs. Verifications

The software refers to both calibrations and verifications. During a verify,
calibration gas readings are taken and the difference between what the
system records for the gas values and their known values (from the gas
cylinder) is recorded. Internal calibration parameters are not changed.

Verify operations are often used to check that the instrument is running
within required tolerances. During a calibration, software algorithms
adjust the difference between the current readings and the known cali-
bration gas values until they are  equal.

Excess Fuel Calibrate vs. Excess Air Calibrate

Calibrating the analyzer in the excess air range also calibrates the analyzer
for the excess fuel range. However, calibrating the analyzer in the excess
fuel range can improve the operation of the analyzer in this range, but it
doesn�t calibrate the analyzer for the excess air range.

When performing both an excess oxygen and excess fuel calibration in
succession, always perform the excess air calibration first.

To calibrate the analyzer in the excess fuel range, use a CH4 /O2/N2 mix-
ture. The zero gas should be between 5 and 10% of the excess fuel operat-
ing range, and the span gas should be between 40 and 60% of the excess
fuel operating range.

Span vs. Zero Gas

This chapter also refers to the terms span and zero calibration gases. The
span gas is the high calibration gas. The zero gas is the low calibration gas.

!
NOTE
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Calibrate Key

The Calibrate key allows you to do the following (see Figure 5-2):

• Select whether you wish to calibrate in the Excess Air (Excess Oxygen
or Fuel Lean) or Excess Fuel (Fuel Rich) range.

• View previously collected calibration or verify data (Cal/Verify Data).

• Define calibration gas values to match known values of calibration gas
cylinders (Cal Gas Value).

•  Set the current date and time (Set Cal Timers/Set Time and Date).

• Define recovery duration times after a calibration (Set Cal Timers/
Recovery Duration).

Aborting a Calibration

To cancel a calibration in progress, press the Cancel key.

Figure 5-2.
Calibration Key
functions.

CALIB

INITIATE VERIFY

Excess Ai r
Excess Fue l

INITIATE CAL

Cal  Data
Ver i fy  Data

Enter  Span GasCAL GAS VALUE

CAL/VERIFY DATA

Excess Ai r
Excess Fue l

Set  T ime and Date
Recovery  Durat ion

SET CAL TIMERS

CONVERSIONS % XS Fuel  to Oxides/Fuel  rat io
% Equiva lent  Comb to  Ox ides/Fuel  (O/F)
% CH4  %O2 Va lues
O/F Rat io  Calc
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Excess Fuel vs. Excess Air Calibration

You can calibrate in either the excess air or excess fuel range. Calibrating
in the excess fuel range is optional. Calibrating in the excess oxygen range
also calibrates the analyzer in the excess fuel range. You only need to
calibrate in the excess fuel range if you want to increase the accuracy in
the excess fuel range. When performing both an excess air and an excess
fuel calibration in succession, always perform the excess air calibration
first.

For excess air calibrations or verifications, the span gas value you enter
must be higher than the zero gas value by at least one decade (for ex-
ample, 1% and 10% O2).

Excess fuel range calibration

When calibrating in the excess fuel range, use a span and zero CH4/O2/N2

calibration gas as follows:

• CH4/O2/N2  zero gas (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio) - 5 to 10% of excess fuel
operating range, but never less than 2% excess fuel or .75% equivalent
combustibles.

• CH4/O2/N2   span gas (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio) - 40 to 60% of excess
fuel operating range.

You can determine the calibration gas mixtures to use from these oxides/
fuel ratios using the Calibrate/Conversions menu option (methane,
oxygen, balance nitrogen). Never order calibration gases that have an
oxides/fuel ratio of greater than 50.

Excess air calibration or verification

For excess air calibrations or verifications, the span gas value you enter
must be higher than the zero gas value by at least one decade (for ex-
ample, 1% and 10% O2).

If calibrating in the excess fuel range, use a span and zero CH4/O2/N2

calibration gas as follows:

• CH4/O2/N2   zero gas (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio) - 5 to 10% of excess
fuel operating range, but never less than 2% excess fuel or .75%
equivalent combustibles.

• CH4/O2/N2   span gas (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio) - 40 to 60% of excess
fuel operating range.
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You can determine the calibration gas mixtures to use from these oxides/
fuel ratios using the Calibrate/Conversions menu option (methane,
oxygen, balance nitrogen). Never order calibration gases that have an
oxides/fuel ratio of greater than 50.

Run the CH4/O2/N2  gases for 20 to 30 minutes to purge the oxygen in the
analyzer when operating in the excess air range prior to an excess fuel
range calibration.

Calibrating in the excess fuel range does not recalibrate the analyzer
for the excess oxygen range.

Summary of calibrating in the excess fuel range

1. Determine your excess fuel operating range, for example, 0% to 20%
excess fuel.

2. Determine your calibration gases. For the span gas, use 40 to 60% of
the operating range (recorder output span). For the zero gas, use 2.5%
excess fuel.

3. Use the Calibrate/Conversions menu selection to convert these calibra-
tion gases from Step 2 above to an O2/CH4 mixture, also known as an
oxides/fuel ratio.  Within the Conversions menu, select the %XS Fuel
to O/F menu option (or the %Eq. Cmb to O/F menu option).

4. Use the Calibrate/Conversions menu selection to convert this oxides/
fuel ratio (from Step 3) to calibration gas values that you can actually
order.  Select the Conversions menu, then select the %CH4, %O2

values selection to determine which calibration gases to order.

5. Once you actually receive your calibration gases, they may be slightly
different. Use the O/F Ratio calc option Calibrate/Conversions menu
option to backtrack to an oxides/fuel ratio (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio).

6. Enter the oxides/fuel ratios for your excess fuel calibration gases into
the Calibration/Cal Gas Values menu option. You cannot use a cali-
bration gas that has an oxides/fuel ratio of greater than 50.

7. Perform the calibration by selecting the Calibrate/Initiate Cal menu
option.

NOTE
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Example of how to calibrate in excess fuel range

The following example should help determine how to enter your excess
fuel calibration gases and calibrate in this range.

1. Assume your operating range is 0% excess fuel to 10% excess fuel,
with methane as your process fuel (fuel type entered using the Setup/
Process Fuel menu option).

2. Span gas, then, is as follows: 50% of 10% = 5% excess fuel Zero gas is
2.5% excess fuel.

Never use less than 2% excess fuel as zero gas, even if excess fuel
range is lower than 20%.

3. Using the Calibrate/Conversions menu option (%XS Fuel to O/F
option), convert the span and zero excess fuel calibration gases from
Step 2 to oxides/fuel ratios.

• 5% excess fuel - 14.51 oxides/fuel ratio (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio)
for Span Gas

• 2.5% excess fuel - 29.27 oxides/fuel ratio (CO2+H2O/CO+H2 ratio)
for Zero Gas

4. If using O2/CH4 calibration gases, use the Calibrate/Conversion menu
option (% CH4, %O2 Values option) to convert these oxides/fuel ratios
to calibration gas values (%CH4, %O2):

• 14.51 o/f ratio = 2% CH4, 3.81% O2

• 29.27 o/f ratio = 2% CH4, 3.90% O2

The %CH4 value is always 2.0%, then the oxygen value is calculated.
Never order a calibration gas with a %CH4 level above 2.0% since
this could go over the lower explosive limit and create a hazardous
situation.

5. Once you actually receive your calibration gases, they may be slightly
different. Assume for our example that the calibration gases you
receive are actually as follows (by reading the values on the tank):

Zero Gas: 2.01% CH4, 3.92% O2

!
CAUTION

!
NOTE
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Now use the O/F Ratio calc option from Calibrate/Conversions menu
option to then backtrack to an oxides/fuel ratio (CO2+H2O/CO+H2):

Zero Gas Conversion: 2.01% CH4, 3.92% O2 = 28.457

6 Enter the oxides/fuel ratios for your excess fuel calibration gases into
the Calibration/Cal Gas Values menu option as an oxides/fuel ratio.

7 Perform the excess fuel range calibration by selecting the Calibrate/
Initiate Cal menu option.

Initiate Cal and Initiate Verify

The Initiate Cal and Initiate Verify menu options allow you to perform
either a calibration or verification. You have the option of calibrating in
either the excess air range or excess fuel range.

Calibrating the system using excess oxygen calibration gases will calibrate
the analyzer for use in the excess fuel range as well. However, calibrating
in the excess fuel range will improve the accuracy in that range.

To perform a calibration or verification, follow these steps:

1. Enter the calibration gas values to match the span and zero calibration
gases you intend to use to calibrate or verify your system. Options are
provided to enter calibration values for either excess air or excess fuel
calibrations.

2. Select Initiate Cal or Initiate Verify from the Calibrate key menu,
depending on whether you want to perform a calibration or verifica-
tion.

3. Select whether you want to calibrate in the Excess Air (Excess Oxygen
or Fuel-Lean) or Excess Fuel (Fuel-Rich) range.

4. Select Manual Calibrate or Manual Verify.

You are then prompted to apply the span gas to the calibration gas
inlet port on the sensor (tubing must be free of oil and dirt):

Inject Span Gas
ENTER to Continue

CANCEL to Abort
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5. Press the Enter key when you have applied this calibration gas.

The span display then appears:

xx.x      Set xx.x
Press ENTER to Span

6. Press the Enter key when the reading on the far left of the first display
line stabilizes. The reading on the far right of the first display line
shows the setpoint value you entered using the Cal Gas Values menu
option. This setpoint value should match the cal gas cylinder for the
span gas.

If your reading on the far left of the display has stabilized, yet is not
near the setpoint value on the right of the display, check the cal gas
value you entered and ensure that this value matches the cal gas
cylinder for the gas you applied to the cal gas inlet port of the sensor.

You are then prompted to apply the zero gas to the calibration inlet
port of the sensor:

Inject Zero Gas
ENTER to Continue

CANCEL to Abort

7. Press the Enter key after you have applied this cal gas.

The zero gas display then appears:

xx.x      Set xx.x
Press ENTER to Zero

8. Press the Enter key after the zero gas reading on the left of the display
has stabilized. The reading on the far right of the first display line
shows the setpoint value you entered for the zero gas using the Cal
Gas Values menu option. This zero gas setpoint value should match
the cal gas cylinder for the zero gas.

Then, if you specified a recovery time, the system will display the
recovery time remaining:

Recovery xx:xx
System Calibrating

The system then returns to monitoring process readings.

!
NOTE
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Values may be slightly off after the recovery period. During this time,
the system is fine tuning the values calculated during the excess fuel
calibration.

Cal/Verify Data

This menu option allows you to view the results of the latest calibration or
verification. This includes the following:

• Span calibration gas value vs. span calibration gas reading

• Zero calibration gas value vs. zero calibration gas reading

• O2/CH4 span gas value vs. O2/CH4 span gas reading

• O2/CH4 zero gas value vs. O2/CH4 or zero gas reading

• Span calibration gas drift

• Zero calibration gas drift

• Date and time of calibration or verify

Definitions

� Span Gas and Zero Gas used in this section refers to the calibration
gas values you enter using the Cal Gas Values menu option. These
values are fixed.

� Span Value or Zero Value is the value the system reads from the cal
gas.

� Span Drift or Zero Drift is the difference between the calibration gas
value you entered and the calibration gas values read by the system
once the calibration gases are applied.

Both the latest calibration and verification data will be stored in memory.

1. Select Cal/Verify Data from the Calibrate key menu.

2. Select Excess (XS) Fuel Cal Data or Excess (XS) Air Cal Data, depend-
ing on whether you calibrated in the excess fuel or excess air range.

3. Select Calibration Data or Verify Data.

!
NOTE
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The display first shows the span gas data:

Span Value: xx
Span Gas:  xx

Span Drift: xx

4 Press the Enter key to then view the zero gas values.

The following then appears on the display:

Zero Value: xx
Zero Gas:  xx

Zero Drift: xx

5 Press the Enter key.

The time when the calibration or verify was completed will then
appear on the display:

End time hr:mn
End date mm/dd/yr

If the date or time has not been set, random characters will appear
instead of the time  and date when the calibration was completed. If
this occurs, reset the analyzer�s time  and date.

Cal Gas Value

This menu option allows you to enter span and zero calibration gas values
to match the calibration gas cylinders used to calibrate or verify your
system. Options are provided to enter excess fuel span and zero gases
(CO2+H2O/CO+H2  ratios) for users calibrating in the excess fuel range.

For excess air calibrations or verifications, the span gas value you enter
must be higher than the zero gas value by at least one decade (for ex-
ample, 1% and 10% O2).

For excess fuel range calibrations, the zero gas should be between 5 and
10% of the excess fuel range, and the span gas should be between 40 and
60% of the excess fuel operating range. See the �Conversions� section for
help on converting excess fuel or combustibles to oxides/fuel ratio
(CO2+H2O/CO+H2  cal gas ratio).
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1. Select Cal Gas Value from the Calibrate key menu.

You are prompted to enter the oxygen span gas value:

Span Gas = xx
New Value?

2. Enter the oxygen span gas value, then press the Enter key. To keep the
current span gas value unchanged, press the Enter key without
entering a value.

You are then prompted to enter the oxygen zero gas value:

Zero Gas = xx
New Value?

3. Enter the oxygen zero gas value, then press the Enter key. To keep the
current zero gas value unchanged, press the Enter key without enter-
ing a value.

You are prompted to enter the excess fuel span gas value:

O/F Ratio Span Gas = xx
New Value?

4. Enter the excess fuel span gas value, then press the Enter key. To keep
the excess fuel current span gas value unchanged, press the Enter key
without entering a value.

You are then prompted to enter the excess fuel zero gas value:

O/F Ratio Zero Gas = xx
New Value?

5. Enter the excess fuel zero gas value, then press the Enter key. To keep
the current excess fuel zero gas value unchanged, press the Enter key
without entering a value.
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Set Cal Timers

The Set Cal Timers submenu from the Calibrate key allows you to do the
following:

• Set the current time and date (Set Time and Date).

• Define a recovery duration during which time the sensor switches
from measuring calibration gas readings to measuring process read-
ings without affecting the analog output (Recovery Duration).

Set Cal Timers - Set time and date

This menu option allows you to set the date or time for the internal
control unit clock.

1 Select Set Time & Date from the Set Cal Timers menu.

You are prompted to enter the new time:

The time is: YY:XX
Enter new time: HR: Mn

2 Enter the new time, then press the Enter key. As you type the new
time, it overwrites the Hr: Mn text. The CMFA-P uses military time so
16:00 equals 4:00 P.M., and 04:00 equals 4:00 A.M. If the current time is
correct, press the Enter key without changing the value.

You are then prompted to enter the correct date:

The date is: YY/XX/ZZ
Enter date: Mo/Da/Yr

3 As you type the new date, it overwrites the mo/da/yr text on the
display. Enter the month, the day, the year, then press the Enter key. If
the current date is correct, press the Enter key without changing the
value.

Set Cal Timers - Recovery duration

This menu option allows you to define a recovery time so the control unit
can return to reading process gases after reading calibration gases without
affecting the analog output.

If, for example, your process gas is 6%, and your last calibration gas is 2%,
this option gives the system time to recover back to reading the 6%
process gas.
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1. Select Recovery Duration from the Set Cal Timers menu.

You will be prompted to enter a calibration recovery duration:

Cal Recovery = xx:yy
Enter new time: Mn:Sc

2. Enter the recovery time, then press the Enter key. If you wish to use
the currently displayed recovery time, press the Enter key without
entering any text.

Conversions

The Calibrate/Conversions menu option provides conversions to help
you enter calibration gas values when calibrating in the excess fuel range.

The term CO2 + H2O/CO + H2 ratio is equivalent to Oxides/Fuel
ratio, where CO2 + H2O refers to oxides, and CO + H2 refers to
fuel.

Conversion options are as follows:

• % XS Fuel to Oxides/Fuel ratio - Converts an excess fuel value to an
oxides/fuel ratio.

• % Equivalent Comb to Oxides/Fuel (O/F) -Converts a % equivalent
combustibles value to an oxides/fuel ratio.

• %CH4 %O2 Values - Converts an oxides/fuel ratio to %CH4 , %O2,
balance nitrogen.

• O/F Ratio Calc - Converts calibration gas values to oxides/fuel ratio.
You then enter this ratio into the Calibrate/Cal Gas Values menu
option. The system then uses these values to calibrate in the excess
fuel range.

� Press the Cancel key to cancel from this menu option once you are
provided with the conversion.

!
NOTE
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MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING

The operations in this chapter should be performed only by qualified
service personnel with a knowledge of electrical safety techniques.

• There are no operator serviceable components inside the CMFA-P
2000 system.

• An operator should never remove the cover from the controller or
sensor.

•  Qualified service personnel should never service the controller or
sensor unless power has been removed from the controller and the
sensor, and the sensor has been allowed to cool for at least one hour.

• Always wear gloves when working on sensor components.

This appendix describes system and error messages. It also provides
troubleshooting assistance. System and error messages appear on the
fourth line of the display at three second intervals until the condition is
corrected or has ended. If there is more than one message, the messages
will alternate on the display at three second intervals. To erase a message,
select a menu, then press the Cancel key. You can view a history of error
messages using the Alarm/Event Log menu option.

System or error messages will not appear on the display when you are
using the control unit keys to access menu functions.

!
CAUTION

!
NOTE
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System Messages

Calibration Aborted

Indicates that the calibration has been aborted by the user, or the calibra-
tion failed because the span gas or zero gas was out of range. This mes-
sage disappears after the recovery time following the aborted calibration.

Calibration Required

This message is displayed after you clear the EEPROM memory. This
message will not clear from the display by removing and restoring power
to the control unit. If you see this message, select the Calibrate key and
perform a calibration.

Cal Verify Aborted

Notifies you that the verification was successfully aborted by the system
as you requested. This message disappears after the recovery time follow-
ing the verify.

System Calibrating

Indicates that a system calibration is in progress. It will appear during the
recovery period following a calibration.

System Verifying Cal

Indicates that a system verification is in progress. It will appear during the
recovery period for a verification.
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Error Messages

Error messages on the control unit display indicate problems with the
operation of the analyzer. You should always perform the easiest checks
first; only perform the more difficult checks if the easiest checks don�t
locate the problem.

Cell is Over Temp

This error message indicates that the sensor temperature is 30 °C or more
over the correct operating temperature. The software shuts off the fur-
nace until the temperature returns to a normal operating range.

The message goes away when the temperature has returned to an ac-
ceptable range. If there is a problem with the sensor temperature
control system, you will see another error message after this mes-
sage appears.

Excessive Cal Error

If an excess air calibration does not correct the sensor temperature within
the software�s allowable limits, this message is displayed to indicate the
calibration has failed. This message could indicate one of the following
problems:

• Calibration gas set-up problem
• Process pressure incorrectly entered
• Failed cell
• Leak or plug in plumbing

Memory is Corrupted

This error message indicates that the control unit�s internal EEPROM
memory has been corrupted, or a significantly new version of software
has been installed in the control unit. Under these conditions, the soft-
ware will reprogram the EEPROM with the factory default values. You
can acknowledge this error message by setting or reading any user pro-
grammable value to clear the message from the display. This message will
not clear by removing and restoring power to the unit.

If you receive this message, you should reset your control unit to the
values required for your application, including Setup key parameters,
Calibrate key parameters, etc.
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Power Down Detected

This message is also displayed each time the analyzer is turned on.

The system detected that power was removed such as a power outage. To
clear this message, select any menu, and press the Cancel key. This mes-
sage will not clear by removing and restoring power to the control unit.

Span Gas Range Error

This error message occurs if the calibration span gas does not read within
the software�s allowable limits. Once this error occurs, calibration of the
system is aborted.

This message could indicate one of the following problems:

• Calibration gas setup problem

• Process pressure incorrectly entered

• Failed cell

• Cell wiring reversed (Cell + and Cell - wires)

• Leak in plumbing

• Plugged plumbing

Temp Rise Failure

This error message indicates that the sensor has failed to increase in
temperature a minimum of 10 °C in a 60-second time frame during start-
up. Once the system reaches the operating set point, this message will
occur only if the sensor falls below the set point by 15 °C and fails to
recover within 60 seconds. The causes of this error are as follows:

• AC line power problem at the sensor

• Open furnace

• Over-temperature protection circuit trip on the sensor board

• Sensor board failure

• Interconnecting wiring problem

!
NOTE
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T/C (Thermocouple) Circuit Failure

Appears when the control unit recognizes a sudden drop in temperature.
Causes include:

• Shorted thermocouple

• Faulty interconnecting wiring

• Control unit display module failure

• Sensor board failure

• Open sensor door

Thermocouple Failure

This error message occurs when the indicated sensor temperature falls
below -70 °C. It can be caused by one of the following:

• Open thermocouple

• Faulty interconnecting wiring

• Control unit display module failure

Zero Gas Range Error

This error message occurs if the calibration zero gas does not read within
the software�s allowable limits. Once this error occurs, calibration of the
system is aborted. This error indicates one of the following problems:

• Calibration gas setup problem

• Process pressure incorrectly entered.

• Cell wiring reversed (Cell + and Cell - wires)

• Failed cell

• Leak or plug in plumbing
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Diagnostics Checks

This section shows you how to check different sensor areas for possible
problems. If you don�t see an error message, yet feel your readings are
inaccurate, you may also want to check the �General Troubleshooting�
section of this chapter. We recommend that you display the thermocouple
millivolts and cell millivolts during troubleshooting as a troubleshooting
aid. This information will be helpful if you need to contact the factory for
assistance. Always be sure to include your analyzer model and serial
number when calling the factory for technical support.

Diagnostic checks are broken down as follows:

• Wiring Checks

• Thermocouple Checks

• Calibration Setup Checks

• AC Power Checks

• Furnace Checks

• Process Pressure Checks

• Cell Checks

Exercise care when working on the sensor. Turn off power, allow the
unit to cool, and wear gloves.

Wiring Checks

Make sure the sensor-control system cable is mated properly at both ends
and is secure. Make sure all wiring connections between the control unit
and the sensor are terminated to the proper locations and are seated
properly. This includes ensuring that sets of wires are not reversed and
that the cable is not damaged or melted.

!
CAUTION
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Thermocouple Checks

Open thermocouple

Remove power to the control unit and the sensor. Measure across termi-
nals C and D on the sensor board with an ohm meter. If an open is mea-
sured, replace the thermocouple.

Shorted/failed thermocouple

Check that the thermocouple leads are not shorted to chassis ground. To
do this, use an ohm meter to measure between terminal C on the sensor
board and chassis ground, and between terminal D on the sensor board
and chassis ground. If shorted, replace the thermocouple. To verify that
the interconnecting cable for the thermocouple is not shorted together,
remove the thermocouple wires from terminals C and D on the sensor
board and measure across terminals 5 and 6 on the sensor board. If
shorted, correct the  interconnecting problem.

To verify the operation of the thermocouple itself, remove the thermo-
couple from the sensor and heat its ceramic tip to a known temperature.
Measure the millivolt output with a proper temperature indicating meter
(type K thermocouple). If the thermocouple reads inaccurately, replace it.

Reversed thermocouple wires

First, have one of the control unit display lines show the sensor cell
temperature. If the thermocouple leads are reversed, the displayed tem-
perature will be decreasing as the sensor warms up (this will usually
happen at start-up or after you replace a thermocouple). This indicates
that the thermocouple wiring is reversed. If you just replaced a thermo-
couple, check the leads from the thermocouple to the sensor board -
yellow wire connects to terminal C (+), red wire connects to terminal D (-).

Thermocouple compensation circuit check

Using a volt meter, measure across terminals 2 (-) and 12 (+) on the sensor
board. If approximately 15 volts are not present, check that interconnect-
ing wiring is correct. If interconnecting wiring is correct, check across 15V
Sup and 15V Com on the control unit for approximately 15 volts. If 15
volts are not present, check fuse F1 on the wiring card. If this fuse is
working correctly, replace the control unit power supply/keypad module.
If this fuse is not working, replace the fuse (1/4 amp, 125 volts, IEC speed
type FF). Check the interconnecting wiring for short circuits before apply-
ing power to the control unit.
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If you do measure 15 volts at terminals 2 (-) and 12 (+) of the sensor
board, measure across terminals D (+) and 6 (-) on the sensor board.
Twelve millivolts should be measured (this signal is a function of ambient
temperature and may vary up to 2 millivolts at extreme ambient tempera-
tures). If you don�t measure this voltage, replace the sensor board.

Calibration Setup Checks

Calibration gas check

• Check that the correct calibration gas values have been entered into
the control unit. To do this, select the Cal Gas Value menu option
from the Calibrate key on the control unit and check that the calibra-
tion gas values entered match the analyzed concentration of the
cylinders.

• Check that the calibration gas cylinders are turned on and are not
empty.

• Ensure that calibration gases are given enough time to stabilize on the
display.

Calibration line check

Ensure that your calibration line is not contaminated with such things as
pipe dope, cutting fluid, oil, or solvents. All these contaminants produce
hydrocarbon vapors that interfere with the proper calibration of your
analyzer. This will result in lower-than-expected oxygen readings. To test
for contaminated lines, temporarily bypass your current calibration line
with a clean calibration line (directly from cylinder to the sensor calibra-
tion inlet port, using a flow meter to set the proper flow) and compare the
response with that from the possibly contaminated line. The best calibra-
tion gas to use for this check is an O2 zero calibration gas.

Loss/inadequate AC voltage to the sensor

Measure the AC voltage to the sensor board at terminals L1 and L2.
Ensure that this  voltage is sufficient. Check the measurement technique
used by the volt meter (for example, RMS, average, peak, etc.). Specifica-
tions are based on RMS measurements.
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Furnace Checks

Open furnace

Remove power to the control unit and the sensor. With an ohm meter,
measure across Terminals R and S on the sensor board. The resistance of
the furnace should be between 20 and 27 ohms. If the furnace resistance is
not within allowable tolerances, replace the furnace (part number
73073SE).

Loss of AC power to the furnace

Verify the correct line voltage at L1 and L2 of the sensor board.

With line voltage present, check the DC voltage at terminals R and S on
the sensor board. If voltage is present and the system is not heating,
remove power and check the furnace resistance. If no voltage is present at
terminals R and S on the sensor board, check for the DC furnace drive
signal at terminals 3 (+) and 4 (-) at the sensor board. The furnace drive is
a 15 VDC pulse train and, depending on the frequency of the pulse train,
the measured voltage will be between 5 and 15 VDC. If this furnace drive
signal is present, reset the AC power to the control unit and see if this
solves the problem. If this doesn�t solve the problem, replace the sensor
board.

If the furnace drive signal is not present, check the interconnecting
wiring. If the interconnecting wiring is correct, check across FURNACE
and 15V COM on the control unit wiring card for the furnace drive signal.
If the signal is not present, check fuse F1 on the wiring card. If this fuse is
working properly, replace the display module. If this fuse is not working
properly, replace the fuse (1/4 amp, 125 volts, IEC speed type FF). Check
the interconnecting wiring for short circuits before applying power to the
control unit.

Process Pressure Checks

To check that you entered the process pressure correctly, select the Pro-
cess Pressure menu option from the Setup key. Also ensure that the
calibration process pressure equals normal operating process pressure.
Calibration should only be performed under these conditions for highest
accuracy.
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Cell checks

If the cell fails when you first begin to use the analyzer, it is likely that
there is a leak in the sensor plumbing or an improper calibration gas
setup, and there is not a problem with the cell itself.

If the analyzer has been operating for some time and you feel the oxygen
reading is inaccurate, first check by running a known calibration gas to
verify the analyzer�s response. If the analyzer responds to the calibration
gas correctly, it indicates either leaking or plugged plumbing.

If your analyzer doesn�t respond properly to the calibration gas, then it
may indicate a problem with the cell.

If this doesn�t work, check for leaks or plugged plumbing.
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General Troubleshooting

Your system may pass calibrations, yet still seem to be reading incorrect
oxygen levels. If this is the case, you may wish to check the following:

Leak Check

Leaks can lead to inaccurate readings, especially if the system is operating
under a significant pressure or vacuum. Check that all compression fitting
and pipe thread connections are leak-tight.

For processes under vacuum, you can check for leaks by sniffing the
fittings with another gas (for example, nitrogen or pure oxygen), being
sure to avoid the area over the top of the cell. Use a piece of tygon or
plastic tubing with a 1/8" stainless steel nozzle to apply the gas from a
cylinder (a stainless steel nozzle prevents the nozzle from melting).
Monitor the response from the cell. When the cell millivolt reading
changes, it indicates a leak in that area of the plumbing (the vacuum of
the process pulls in the gas). If it is not convenient to view the control unit
display, you can also apply a volt meter to Terminals 1 and 2 on the sensor
board (Cell + and Cell -) to see if the cell millivolts change, indicating a
leak.
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PARTS REPLACEMENT

The operations in this chapter should be performed only by qualified
service personnel with a knowledge of electrical safety techniques.

There are no operator serviceable components inside the system, and
an operator should never remove the cover from the controller or
sensor.

Never service the controller or sensor unless power has been turned
off from the analyzer and the sensor has been allowed to cool for one
hour.

Always use a backup wrench when working on sensor plumbing. This
helps to prevent damaging welds and distorting sensor plumbing.

This appendix is divided into the following sections:

• Thermocouple Replacement

• Cell Replacement

• Furnace Replacement

Clean the outside of the sensor or controller using normal household or
commercial general purpose cleaners, cloths, or sponges. You can also use
water. Always turn off power before attempting to clean the enclosure.

!
WARNING

!
CAUTION

!
CAUTION

!
CAUTION
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Thermocouple Replacement

To remove the thermocouple, do the following (see Figure 7-1):

1 Disconnect thermocouple wires (red and yellow) from terminals C
and D on the sensor board.

2 On the furnace assembly, remove the screw and accompanying lock
washer from the thermocouple mounting tab (save the screw and lock
washer for when you insert the new thermocouple).

3 Pull the thermocouple straight down and remove it from the furnace.

4  Insert the new thermocouple into the slot in the bottom of the fur-
nace (the thermocouple should orient to the right as you face the front
of the unit). It should go in freely; if necessary, wiggle a little to posi-
tion without forcing it in.

5 Place the lock washer and screw on the thermocouple mounting tab
and tighten.

6 Reconnect the thermocouple wires to the terminal board (red wire to
D, yellow wire to C).

Figure 7-1.
Thermocouple
replacement.
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Figure 7-2.
Cell replacement.
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Cell Replacement

Do the following to replace the cell (see Figure 7-2):

1. Remove the plug on the bottom of the sensor. To do this, unscrew the
wing nut, then remove the plug.

2.  Remove the cell clips.

3.  Loosen the top hex nut while holding the bottom of the cell housing
with a backup wrench, then remove the entire cell assembly. Note
that loosening the cell may require a good deal of torque.

4. If cleaning the cell, wash with water or alcohol. Dry the cell thor-
oughly before reinstalling and always use a new cell O-ring. If replac-
ing the cell, discard the old cell and cell O-ring and retrieve the new
cell with supplied cell O-ring. Avoid touching the bare cell; instead
hold the cell by one of its hex nuts.

5. Place the cell O-ring on the cell as shown in Figure 7-2.

6. Insert the new cell into the cell housing, making sure that the O-ring
is positioned in the groove of the cell housing. Do not touch the bare
cell when reinserting. Tighten the cell into the cell housing using the
top hex nut (the lower hex nut is pre-tightened at the factory). The cell
O-ring provides a seal for the system. Make sure it is evenly crushed
when tightening the cell.

7. If you replaced the cell, perform  a thermal calibration.

8. Perform a regular calibration.
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Furnace Replacement

Do the following to replace the furnace (see Figures 7-2 and 7-3):

1. Disconnect cell clips.

2. Remove the thermocouple from the furnace.

3. Disconnect the furnace leads from terminals R and S on the sensor
board.

4. Unscrew the exhaust nut at the bottom of the elbow fitting and loosen
the bulkhead gland where the exhaust tube goes through the bottom
of the analyzer.

5. Disconnect the inlet line at the flame arrestor. This disconnects the
furnace from all inlet and outlet plumbing.

6. Remove the four nuts holding the back of the furnace to the sensor
enclosure and remove the furnace from the sensor.

7. Unscrew the fitting from the top of the cell housing.

8. Slide the cell housing out of the furnace.

9. Slip the new furnace onto the cell housing and attach the cell housing
using the convection loop mounting clamp.

10. Remount the cell housing (reverse the actions taken in Step 4).

11. Reinstall the thermocouple (reverse the actions taken in Step 2).

12. Using an ohm meter, check for short circuits of the heater coil to the
metal thermocouple sheath. Check that neither furnace lead is short
circuited to the metal furnace cover. The resistance should be infinite.
If you measure a short circuit, loosen the screw that secures the
thermocouple and relocate slightly until resistance is infinite.

13. Reattach cell clips.

14. Reattach furnace leads (reverse the actions taken in Step 3).
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Figure 7-3.
Furnace replacement.
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Parts Replacement List

Sensor Side

Cell Housing
   (Enhanced with Inconel Mesh Burner) P/N 74682SE
Furnace Assembly P/N 73073SE
Type �K� Thermocouple P/N 71697KE
Sensor Board P/N 80485SE
Zirconium Oxide Cell
   (for use with 74682SE Cell Housing) P/N 73660SE
Flowmeter P/N 37014JE
Pump P/N 38000JE

Control Side

Display Module P/N 90219VE
Power Supply/Keypad Module P/N 90253VE
Backplane Assembly P/N 80439SE
Wiring Card P/N 80457SE
Processor Board P/N 80440SE
Display P/N 42373JE
EEPROM PreMix/CMFA-P2000
   (790 °C Operation) P/N 88065QE

When ordering, provide the serial number of your analyzer
 to ensure proper parts are ordered:

AMETEK
Process & Analytical Instruments Division

150 Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA, USA 15238

(412) 828-9040
Fax: (412) 826-0399
www.thermox.com
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MENU OPTION CHARTS

SETUP

PASSWORD

PROCESS FUEL

SYSTEM SERIAL # System Serial  #
Manufactur ing #

SYSTEM TESTS Calibrate A/D
Test  RAM
Test Keyboard
Tes t  EEPROM
Module Detect
Test Digital In
Erase RAM
Erase  EEPROM
Read Memory Locat ion

PROCESS PRESSURE Select posit ive or negative process pressure
Enter process pressure value

Turn Off
% O2
% Combust ib les/% O2 (combined range)
% Excess fuel /% O2 (combined range)
Oxides/fuel ratio
Fuel/oxides ratio
Cel l  temperature
Cell mil l ivolts
Thermocouple mil l ivolts (T/C mil l ivolts)
Current date/t ime
User text

Display L ine #1
Display L ine #2
Display L ine #3

DISPLAY

Figure A-1.
Setup Key menu.
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CALIB

INITIATE VERIFY

Excess Air
Excess Fuel

INITIATE CAL

Cal Data
Veri fy Data

Enter  Span GasCAL GAS VALUE

CAL/VERIFY DATA

Excess Air
Excess Fuel

Set  T ime and Date
Recovery Durat ion

SET CAL TIMERS

CONVERSIONS % XS Fuel to Oxides/Fuel rat io
% Equivalent  Comb to Oxides/Fuel  (O/F)
% CH4 %O2 Va lues
O/F Rat io Calc

Figure A-2.
Calibrate Key menu.
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ANALOG

0 to 20 mA value
4 to 20 mA value

SET CURRENT RANGE

SET CURRENT MODE 0 to 20 mA
4 to 20 mA

SET TRACK/HOLD
Hold During Cal
Track During Cal
Hold During Verfy
Track During Verfy

OUTPUT FILTERING Enter output f i l ter value
100 = no fi l tering
1 = maximum fi l ter ing

SELECT FUNCTION % Oxygen
% Excess Combust ib les
% Excess Fuel
% Excess Fuel to % O2 (combined range)
% O2 to % Excess Combust ib les (combined range)
% Excess Combust ib les to % O2 (combined range)
% O2 to % Excess Fuel (combined range)
Oxides/Fuel Ratio
Fuel/Oxides Ratio
Cel l  Temperature
Thermocouple mil l ivolts (t /c mv)
Cell mil l ivolts (cell mv)

Figure A-3.
Analog Key menu.
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PRE-COMBUSTION MEASUREMENTS
AND

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

Oxygen analyzers improve the quality and yield of fiberglass and glass in
glass melting processes. In glass manufacturing, control of the flame
forming the glass is critical. In some cases, combustion efficiency is impor-
tant, while in other cases precise control of the furnace atmosphere is
critical. Fiberglass and glass-melting tanks are two glass manufacturing
processes that require reliable and accurate oxygen measurement. In
addition to measuring the oxygen in oxidizing (excess air) atmospheres, a
zirconium oxide sensor can measure the excess fuel in reducing atmo-
spheres. For processes where there is no convenient place for flue gas
measurement, a premix (combustibles mixture) analyzer can not only
measure oxygen, but it can also emulate the combustion process using a
combustion chamber.
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Stoichiometric Combustion

Combustion efficiency is a measure of how effectively the internal energy
contained in the fuel is converted into heat energy required by the pro-
cess.  The three essential components of combustion are air, fuel and heat.
A specific amount of air is required to completely burn a given fuel. This
ideal air-to-fuel ratio is known as stoichiometric combustion.

In glass manufacturing, a high velocity flame melts and forms the glass.
This is true for both recuperative and regenerative furnaces. An optimum
air-to-fuel ratio is needed not only to maximize combustion efficiency, but
also to minimize NOx and particulate emissions and improve product
yield and quality. Too much excess air steals useful heat and can lead to
increased NOx emissions. Too little air leads to excess fuel or a fuel-rich
condition. With excess fuel conditions, unburned fuel can escape up the
stack or exhaust and cause opacity problems. And, in all cases, product
yield and quality has to be closely monitored.

When methane is burned, the reaction at perfect or stoichiometric com-
bustion is as follows:

CH4 + 2(O2 + 3.78N2) = CO2 + 2H2O + 7.56N2

When three essential components of combustion (fuel, heat and air) are
referenced, the oxygen component of air is what is consumed during the
process. So, the reference should be fuel, heat and oxygen. Air is 20.9%
oxygen or about one-fifth the oxidizing potential of pure oxygen.
Whether we mix pure oxygen or air with the fuel in our combustion
process, the amount of oxygen in the flue gas is a direct measurement of
how close to stoichiometric the process is operating. The stochiometric air-
to-fuel ratio for pure methane is 9.56.

The zirconium oxide cell-sensing element is a closed-end tube made of
ceramic zirconium oxide stabilized with an oxide of yttrium or calcium.
Porous platinum coatings on the inside and outside serve as electrodes.
The crystal lattice of the cell contains regions that can accom modate
oxygen ions when they are available. The crystal lattice is open enough to
allow oxygen ions to go in. At high temperatures (generally above 600 °C),
oxygen molecules coming in contact with the platinum electrodes pick up
four electrons and become oxygen ions with great mobility to move from
vacancy to vacancy. As long as the oxygen partial pressures on either side
of the cell are equal, the movement is random and there is no net flow of
ions in or out of the crystal lattice. If, however, the two electrodes are in
contact with gases having two different oxygen partial pressures, ions will
move through the lattice, producing a voltage across the electrodes.  See
Figure B-1.
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The magnitude of the voltage produced by the cell is a function of the
ratio of the two oxygen partial pressures. If the oxygen partial pressure of
one gas (usually air) is known, the voltage produced by the cell indicates
the oxygen content of the other gas.

Since the voltage of the cell is also temperature-dependent, the cell is
maintained at a constant temperature. The calibration of the analyzer is
obtained from the Nernst equation:

E = (RT/4F)ln(O 1/O2)

Where R and F are constants, T is the absolute temperature and O1 and O2

are the oxygen partial pressures on either side of the cell. If the air is
reference gas and the cell is maintained at 790 °C and Ine converted to
log10 the formula becomes:

E = 0.05272log(20.9/O 2)

The cell produces a zero voltage when air is on both sides, and the voltage
increases as the oxygen concentration of the sample decreases.

Figure B-1.
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Zirconium Oxide Cell

Zirconium oxides cells have a unique property. In the absence of molecu-
lar oxygen, the sensor responds to the minute amount of oxygen pro-
duced by the dissociation of water and carbon dioxide. This dissociation is
inhibited by the presence of combustibles (carbon monoxide and hydro-
gen) in the sample gas. As the combustibles concentration increases, the
oxygen concentration decreases, and the output from the zirconium oxide
cell becomes greater.  This means that the zirconium oxide cell does not
stop responding when there is essentially no net oxygen in the flue gas.
The cell becomes a sensor of net combustibles. This property of the zirco-
nium oxide cell is extremely useful on some combustion processes be-
cause it permits measurement on both sides of stoichiometric combustion,
either excess air or excess fuel.

If the cell is maintained at a constant temperature and the hydrogen-to-
carbon ratio of the fuel is known, the oxides-to-fuel ratio can be calculated
from the voltage produced by the cell and the temperature-dependent
water and carbon dioxide equilibrium constants. This assumes that flue
gas or products of premix combustion are in a sub-stoichiometric (excess
combustibles) condition. The %excess fuel or %equivalent combustibles
can be calculated from the oxides-to-fuel ratio when the hydrogen-to-
carbon ratio for the process fuel is known.  The term % excess fuel refers
to the fuel-rich condition (air-to-fuel ratio < stoichiometric) of the
premixed gas sent to the burner which is controlled by the air-to-fuel ratio
burner controls. The term % equivalent combustibles refers to the amount
of combustibles in the flue gas produced by the burner (combustion
process).

At a temperature of 824 °C (1097 °K), the equilibrium constants for carbon
dioxide and water are the same (1). Regardless of the process fuel applied,
the oxides-to-fuel ratio is the same for the same cell mVs produced when
any process gas and air mixture is applied to the cell. The equation to
calculate the oxides-to-fuel ratio reduces to the following:

E = 0.9375 - 0.1075log(Oxides/Fuel)

The net combustibles in the flue gas or net excess fuel in the premix gas
are computed from the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of the process fuel used.
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Cell Housing Design Evolution

The original analog-based CMA (Combustibles Mixture Analyzer) and
CMFA-P (Portable Combustibles Mixture and Flue Gas Analyzer) often
has a function generator card that is specifically configured for one type
of process fuel (i.e. natural gas). The output of this card operates an
analog meter that uses a customer-selected scale for the parameter used to
monitor the process (air/fuel ratio, excess fuel, fuels/oxides, oxides/fuel,
excess combustibles, etc.). The cell mVs are measured at the cell output
jacks. The analog-based combustibles mixture analyzers are operated at a
temperature of 812 °C (1085 °K) and use the 70422SE cell housing shown
in Figure B-2. The operating temperature of 812 °C (1085 °K) is slightly
lower than 824 °C (1097 °K) and was introduced before the availability of
NIST data reporting the correct equilibrium temperature. The error
produced from using 812 °C (1085 °K) is minimal.

Cell Housings

Five Nichrome screens are installed at the cell housing inlet to ignite and
completely burn the premix gas mixture. The cell furnace has more
windings located around the inlet portion cell housing where the screens
are installed than around the section where the cell is installed.  This
helps ensure that the Nichrome screens are hot enough to ignite the
premix gas while allowing the cell to be controlled at 812 °C (1085 °K). The

Figure B-2.
Cell housings.
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products of combustion then flow over the 6" X 1/4" cell which is main-
tained at a constant temperature. The resulting mVs produced by the cell
are then used to calculate the oxides-to-fuel ratio. To calibrate the analog-
based combustibles mixture analyzers, an excess air calibration is per-
formed using 2% oxygen and air. The temperature of the cell is adjusted
to obtain the ideal cell response (slope). The needle pointer is adjusted
when air is applied for the offset portion of the calibration. Since the
equilibrium constants for water and carbon dioxide are the same at 812 °C
(1085 °K), the oxides-to-fuel ratio is the same for every process fuel and air
mixture applied to the analyzer and is independent of the carbon-to-
hydrogen ratio of the fuel. This allowed for cal gas mixtures of CO/CO2 /
balanceN2 to be used to check the excess fuel (sub-stoichiometric) cell
response.  The CO/CO2 / balanceN2 calibration gas was selected using the
following equation:

Oxides/Fuel = %CO 2/%CO
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Analog-Based CMA Enhancements

The performance and reliability of the analog CMA and CMFA-P analyz-
ers has been proven over many years of field experience. However, over
the life of both products some customers operating at high %excess fuel
levels experienced reduced cell housing (Nichrome Screen burn out) and
cell lives due to premix gas burning on the cell instead of the on the
igniter screens. In addition, some of the analog electronic through-hole-
components became harder and more expensive to obtain over time. In
1995, Thermox decided that it was time to redesign the analog-based
CMA and made the following enhancements:

• We replaced the original analog CMA controller with the microproces-
sor-based Series 2000 controller.

- The 2000 controller uses a 4 x 20-line digital display to enable the user to
access parameters to monitor by using either the display, recorder outputs
or two alarm outputs. These parameters include cell mVs, oxides-fuel
ratio, fuels-to-oxides ratio, % equivalent combustibles, %excess fuels and
cell temperature.

- The software enables excess air thermal calibration as well as excess fuel
offset and slope (oxides/fuel) electronic calibration without having to
adjust potentiometers or meter deflection. The user can select process fuel
hydrogen-to-carbon ratios allowing one analyzer to be used to measure
oxides-to-fuel ratio, fuels-to-oxides ratio, %excess fuel or %equivalent
combustibles on different processes using multiple fuels. The Series 2000
also provided for expanded diagnostics that were not available with the
analog-based units.

• We redesigned the cell housing to substitute a wire mesh burner
element with more surface area for ignition and complete combustion
of the premix gas mixture as it enters the cell housing. The original
PreMix 2000 cell housing 73363SE is illustrated in Figure B-2.

• We provided a conversions menu to calculate %excess fuel or
%equivalent combustibles calibration gas concentrations and back
calculate the oxides/fuel ratio from the as-received hydrogen and
oxygen bottle concentrations.
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Hydrogen/Oxygen/Balance Nitrogen Gas Mixtures

During development of the PREMIX 2000 analyzer, we discovered that in
some instances, when we applied CO/CO2/balanceN2 calibration gas to
the analyzer for a prolonged period, this caused the cell output to drop.
This was due to a soot (carbon) coating formed on the outside of the cell
and occurred mainly when high concentrations of CO, in comparison to
the CO2 concentration (low oxides-to-fuel ratios), were applied to the cell.
We switched to the hydrogen/oxygen/balance nitrogen cal mixtures after
we established that suppliers would provide mixes that contained hydro-
gen below the lower explosive limit (LEL).

Using gas mixtures of %H2/%O2/balance N2, the software has to assume a
carbon-to-hydrogen ration of infinity during calibration to determine the
oxides-to-fuel ratio slope and offset corrections. If you challenge the
analyzer with the hydrogen and oxygen excess fuel calibration gas mix-
ture when the analyzer is not in calibration or verification mode, the
process fuel selection under the Setup key menu has to be set for the
highest possible user input H/C ratio setting of 1000.

In software, the calibration conversions menu limits the specified H2

concentration to 3.5% and then calculates the O2 concentration based
upon the oxides-to-fuel ratio that is calculated from the desired %excess
fuel or %excess combustibles zero and span calibration points.  4% hydro-
gen in air is the lower explosive limit (LEL).  The H2/O2/balanceN2 calibra-
tion gas is calibrated by the software in the calibration conversions menu
using the following equation:

Oxides/Fuel = [2*%O 2] / [(%H2 - %O2) - (2*%O2)]

Cell Operating Temperature

The PreMix 2000 analyzer can calculate the water and carbon dioxide
equilibrium constants based upon the operating temperature. The origi-
nal PreMix cell operating temperature was 800 °C (1073 °K). Due to the
wire mesh burner element size and relative position to the tip of the cell,
additional heat was transferred to the cell when sampling premix air and
fuel mixtures. The temperature offset between excess air operation (or
calibration) and excess fuel operation (45 °C) was accounted for in soft-
ware. The 5" x 1/4" cell was used in the 73363SE cell housing to limit the
high cell tip temperatures. We discovered, after release, that customers
operating in high excess fuel atmospheres over extended periods of time
experienced extreme temperatures causing the wire mesh burner to melt
or change composition.
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At this point, AMETEK (Thermox) R&D decided to pursue a solution (cell
housing enhancement) to enable us to operate the cell housing and
control the cell at lower temperatures.  The lower operating temperatures
increase the life of the cell and cell housings in high excess fuel applica-
tions and address Nichrome screen life in the original CMA cell housing
(70422SE) and wire mesh burner problems in the PreMix 2000 cell housing
(74406SE).

Catalytic Ceramic Burner Cell Housing

In 1999, Thermox R&D began development and testing of the next gen-
eration PreMix/CMFA-P cell housing. The catalytic ceramic burner premix
cell housing (74406SE) is the result of this effort, shown in Figure B-2. The
cell housing uses a platinum-coated ceramic burner element that enables
complete combustion of the reactants in the premix air fuel mixture at
lower cell and cell housing operating temperature. This enhancement
increases the life of the burner, cell housing and cell in high excess fuel
applications because it uses lower operating temperature. A heat ex-
changer (hot gas flow baffle) is installed in the cell housing between the
catalytic ceramic burner element and the cell. The purpose of the ex-
changer is to disrupt the propagating concentrated flame path from the
ceramic burner minimizing heat transfer to the cell tip. The combustion
products are channeled through the void created between the square
outer sides of the exchanger and the cell-housing wall. This allows for the
maximum amount of heat transfer to the cell housing so that when the
products reach the cell there is greater temperature stability across the
cell. The cell temperature during calibration is approximately the same as
during premix gas sampling. This eliminates the need for the temperature
correction between excess air (or calibration) and excess fuel operation
that was required with the 73363SE cell housing originally used in the
PreMix 2000. Using the 74406SE-cell housing allowed us to operate the
analyzer at a cell temperature of 695 °C (968 °K).

The catalytic ceramic burner cell housings (74406SE) were field tested in
high excess fuel applications (up to 13% equivalent combustibles/40%
excess fuel) where the cells and cell housings had to be replaced once
every 3-5 weeks.

In a follow-up study performed on subsequent batches of the catalytic
ceramic elements used in the 74406SE cell housing, we found that the life
performance of the ceramic elements is enhanced by applying a wash
coat binder to the ceramic during the manufacturing process. The binder
allows the platinum to bond better with the ceramic substrate. Extensive
accelerated life testing was performed on the new design of the catalytic
burner elements by applying high-energy air/fuel mixtures around the
stoichiometric point. Results of the testing also pointed out ways to
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preheat the incoming gas, lower the burner temperature and burner exit-
gas temperature before it reaches the cell. Refer to Figure B-2 for the new
cell housing construction. The catalytic burner premix cell housing
(74637SE) with integral premix gas pre-heater has produced the best
performance to date. The catalytic ceramic burner cell housing allows us
to operate the analyzer at a cell temperature of 640 °C (913 °K).  However,
we discovered during this testing that our ceramics vendor is having a
difficult time applying a consistent wash coat binder from batch-to-batch.
We are working with our original vendor and also with new vendors to
optimize the wash coating process. We will make an assessment over the
next year to determine if we can obtain a consistent quality-assured
supply of the wash-coated ceramic elements for future use.

Inconel ® Mesh Burner

To eliminate any delivery problems due to wash-coated ceramic element
supply difficulties, Thermox decided to switch to an Inconel mesh burner
that has comparable performance.  The analyzer with the Inconel mesh
burner operates at 790 °C (1063 °K) cell temperature. The nickel in the
Inconel alloy has catalytic properties that allow operation below the 800 °C.
Operating the analyzer at 1 cfh (0.5 LPM) ensures the burner temperature
will not rise above the high temperature specification for the Inconel used
to construct the mesh burner. Operating at a lower flow rate also de-
creases the amount of heat transferred to the cell, increasing the cell life.
The new cell housing with the Inconel mesh burner (74682SE) is illus-
trated in Figure B-2.

PreMix 2000 and CMFA-P2000 Software

Since the PreMix 2000 and the CMFA-P2000 are now constructed with the
same cell housing design and operate at the same temperature, one
version of software was created for both analyzers. The software calcu-
lates the equilibrium constants based upon the 790 °C (1063 °K) operating
temperature. The equilibrium constants along with the cell mVs, cell
temperature and hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of the fuel, are used to calcu-
late the fuels-to-oxides ratio, oxides-to-fuels ratio, % excess fuel and %
equivalent combustibles. Since the equilibrium constants for water and
carbon dioxide are not the same at 790 °C (1063 °K), the oxides-to-fuels
ratio is not the same for every process fuel-and-air mixture applied to the
analyzer, and is dependent of the carbon-to-hydrogen ratio of the fuel.

Additional long-term operating experience with the catalytic ceramic and
Inconel burner cell housings (74406SE, 74637SE, and 74682SE) initiated
the development of software that allows excess fuel calibration using gas
mixtures of %CH4/%O2/balance N2.  Since most of our customers use
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methane or natural gas to fire their premix burners, the methane and
oxygen calibration gas mixtures provide a better indication of cell housing
burner performance over time. The methane and air mixtures are harder
to ignite and burn completely in comparison to the hydrogen and oxygen
mixtures. The application of the methane and O2 mixture assure the
customer that the burner is completely burning the premix gas. The
customer should not experience flow sensitivity between 0.5cfh
(0.235LPM) and 2.2 cfh (1.03LPM). The recommended flow rate is 1cfh
(0.47LPM) for maximum cell housing and cell life.

Since August of 2000, the CMFA-P2000 and PreMix 2000 software has
calibration conversions menu options to calculate the %CH4/%O2/balance
N2 calibration gas mixes for desired excess fuel, excess combustibles and
oxides-to-fuels ratio zero, and span calibration points. In software, the
calibration conversions menu limits the specified CH4 concentration to
2.0% and then calculates the O2 concentration based upon the oxides-to-
fuels ratio.  This ratio is calculated from the desired %excess fuel or %ex-
cess combustibles zero and span calibration points. The methane concen-
tration is below the LEL.

Figure B-3.
PreMix 2000 flow
diagram.
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Pre-Mix Gas Sampling in CMFA-P2000 and PreMix 2000 Analyzers

Most of the sample gas entering the PreMix 2000 analyzer passes through
the bypass flow meter. This ensures a fast response and keeps the sample
inlet purged of dead volume. Refer to Figure B-3. Only a small portion of
the sample flows through the sample flow meter and flashback arrestor to
the furnace. The igniter at the inlet of the furnace enables the fuel mixture
to burn. The combustion products then flow past the zirconium oxide cell,
where they are measured. The cell can measure the excess air (fuel-lean)
or excess fuel (fuel-rich) composition of the flue gas, and can work in
either range. This type of analyzer is often used for glass forehearths or
glass fiber applications.

The CMFA-P2000 can be operated as a flue gas or premix gas analyzer.
There is a two-position valve on the front of the sensor half bezel that is
used to set the mode of operation.

Premix gas systems are usually operated under positive pressure so you
don�t normally need to turn on the pump for this mode of operation.  If
the sample has insufficient pressure to lift the flow meter ball, using the
sample pump may assist flow. Never introduce premix gas into the flue
gas inlet on the back of the sensor unit.  If the aspirator must be used to
assist the flow of the premix gas into the sensor, try to use as little vacuum
as possible.  It may be necessary to restrict the flue gas inlet port slightly
to obtain enough vacuum to pull premix gas into the premix port.

FLOWMETER
WITH

VALVE

PRE-MIX
INLET GAS

PRE-MIX

ASPIRATOR
VENTURI

CELL HOUSING

FURNACE

1/4"NPT
OUTLET

TWO POSITION
VALVE SET TO

FLASHBACK
ARRESTOR

1/4"NPT

Figure B-4.
PreMix mode flow
diagram for the
CMFA-P2000.
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In the flue gas mode, the CMFA-P2000 sensor incorporates a secondary
flow path (convection loop) to carry the sample past the cell.  The motive
force for this flow is convection caused by the difference in temperature
of the cell and cell housing, and the return loop that is at a lower tem-
perature. This feature permits wide variations in the main path sample
flow rate without significantly affecting the flow rate past the cell.

Figure B-4 is the premix mode flow diagram for the CMFA-P2000.
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Excess Air Calibration and Excess Fuel Calibration

The PreMix 2000 and CMFA-P2000 analyzers calibrate in much the same
manner as the original CMA and CMFA-P analyzers.  The Excess Air
calibration routine adjusts the temperature of the cell so that the theoreti-
cal cell output corresponds to 790 °C.  Knowing the concentrations of the
zero and span oxygen calibration gas, the temperature is back calculated
from the NERNST equation. This calibration is very similar to the primary
or thermal calibrations on standard WDG units. The only difference is
that the excess air calibration routine for the PreMix 2000 and CMFA-
P2000 calculates the cell offset and then uses this value in the oxygen
calculations. Since the excess air calibration routine is nearly identical to a
thermal cal, there is no provision to do a primary or thermal calibration in
PreMix 2000 or CMFA-P2000.

Because of the nature of the excess air calibration routine, two calibrations
may be required due to temperature/furnace differences. We have tried to
predict the nominal value for the TC RATIO; however, this number will
vary from unit to unit. Therefore certain units may require two calibra-
tions at the factory. This will not be necessary in the field because of the
initial factory calibration.

The calibration process appears the same as all other WDG analyzers.
However, after the calibration is entered the readings will not automati-
cally adjust to the calibrated value as soon as normal operation begins.
Instead the cell temperature will adjust to 790 °C and the cell output will
typically lag as the thermocouple and cell stabilize at their final tempera-
ture.

You must wait for the analyzer to stabilize before you can apply gases
and verify the cal. Wait at least 15 minutes before verifying the
calibration.

The PreMix 2000 and CMFA-P2000 should not require an excess fuel
calibration on the reducing side. The standard oxygen calibration should
make the necessary adjustments for the excess fuel range. However, if
necessary, the CMFA-P2000 and PreMix 2000 have excess fuel calibration
capability. The software enables an offset and slope correction based upon
the calculated oxides-to-fuels ratios of the span and zero excess fuel cal
gas mixtures (CH4/O2/balanceN2).

When performing both an excess air and excess fuel calibration in
succession, always perform the excess air calibration first.!

NOTE

!
CAUTION
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Air-To-Fuel Ratio

Relationship to %Excess O 2 and %Excess Fuel Mea-
surements

The CMFA-P2000 and PreMix 2000 provide excess O2 and %excess fuel
measurements. Listed below are the calculations based upon the ideal
molar air-to-fuel ratio for propane. The reaction for complete (stoichio-
metric) combustion of propane and air mixture is listed below:

C3H8 + 5(O2 + 3.78N2) à  3CO2 + 4H2O + 18.9N2

Stoichiometric Molar Air-to-Fuel Ratio = 5*(1+3.785)/1 = 23.92 (for pure
propane)

If you want to calculate the % excess air for an air-to-fuel ratio that is
greater than stoichiometric, use the following equations listed in the
example below:

For an air-to-fuel ratio = 25

% excess air = [(air-to-fuel ratio - stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio) /
stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio]*100%

% excess air = [(25 - 23.92247844)/23.92247844]*100% = 4.50%
excess air

% excess O2 = % excess air * (.209 mol O2) = 5.04 * .209 = 0.13%
excess O2

The %Air and %Fuel can be calculated from the following equations:

%air = [air-to-fuel ratio/(air-to-fuel ratio + 1)]*100%
%fuel = 100%-%air

For an air-to-fuel ratio = 25

%air =  [25/(25+1)]*100% = 96.15% air
%fuel = 100% - 96.15% = 3.85% fuel

Ideal mVs from Nernst equation =

AT*log(20.9/0.13%) = (.0496*1063°K)log(20.9/.13) = 116.32mV

A = 0.0496
T = absolute cell temperature
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If you want to calculate the % excess fuel for a sub-stoichiometric air-to-
fuel ratio less, use the following equations listed in the sample below:

For an air-to-fuel ratio = 23

% excess fuel = [(stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio � air-to-fuel ratio)/
air-to-fuel ratio]*100%

% excess fuel = [(23.92247844 - 23)/23]*100% = 4.01%

%O2 in premix gas =  [(%Air/100%)*.209]*100%

%air = [air-to-fuel ratio/(air-to-fuel ratio + 1)]*100%

%air = [23/(23+1)]*100% = 95.83%
%O2 in premix gas = [(95.83%/100%)* .209} * 100% = 20.03%

Using the XSFuel.exe calculation program (that can be provided by
AMETEK), you can calculate the theoretical cell mVs,  oxides-to-fuels
ratio, % excess combustibles if you know the cell operating temperature,
the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of the fuel, and entering either the %excess
fuel or sub-stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio.

The corresponding differences between 4.01% excess fuel and 4.25%
excess fuel monitoring  the % O2 in the premix gas, without burning, are
20.03%O2 and 20.02%O2. This requires an O2 analyzer that can accurately
measure a %O2 difference of .001% around air. This is why monitoring the
%excess fuel produced from the products of combustion using the CMFA-
P2000 or PreMix 2000 analyzer, instead of the O2 in the reactants (premix
gas), is more practical.

If the stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio was determined from the ultimate
analysis of a specific, naturally occurring, mostly propane feed, then you
should calculate and enter the correct hydrogen-to-carbon ratio for your
blend, instead of using the theoretical H/C ratio of 2.67 for propane in the
process fuel setup menu.  A user-determined value can be entered by
selecting �Other�.  This will ensure the most accurate oxides-to-fuels ratio
and % excess combustibles readings.

Figure B-5 is a chart listing air-to-fuel ratio correlations for the PreMix
2000 and CMFA-P2000 software at the theoretical, AMETEK-provided and
customer-provided examples based upon a propane analysis.
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Figure B-5.
Air-to-fuel ratio
correlations.

Propane Combustion Theoretical

Air/Fuel
Ratio

Theoretical
Air/Fuel

ratio

Delta
Actual -

Theoretical
% Excess

Air
% Excess

Fuel
% Excess

O2 %Air %Fuel

%O2 in Pre-
mix before

Combustion

Cell mV at
1063K op

temp
19 23.92 -4.8 N/A 25.91 N/A 95.00 5.00 19.93 906.36
20 23.92 -3.8 N/A 19.61 N/A 95.24 4.76 19.98 892.24
21 23.92 -2.8 N/A 13.92 N/A 95.45 4.55 20.03 875.33
22 23.92 -1.8 N/A 8.74 N/A 95.65 4.35 20.07 852.95

23.8 23.92 0 0 0 0 95.97 4.03 20.13 300.00
24 23.92 0.2 0.33 N/A 0.07 96.00 4.00 20.14 130.53
25 23.92 1.2 4.52 N/A 0.94 96.15 3.85 20.17 70.93
26 23.92 2.2 8.70 N/A 1.82 96.30 3.70 20.20 55.93
27 23.92 3.2 12.88 N/A 2.69 96.43 3.57 20.23 46.94

Using the National Institute of Standards (NIST) Thermochemical Tables
(Version 1.0 - 1985) and the CRC, our R&D research scientist calculated a
nominal hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 3.73 based upon the composition
(methane, ethane, propane, butane, etc.) of typical natural gases around
the world. If you use the 3.73 hydrogen-to-carbon ratio value, the air-to-
fuel ratio is derived per the following calculation:

CH3.73 + 1.9325(O2 + 3.785N2) ——> CO2 + 1.865H2O

Stoichiometric Molar Air-to-Fuel Ratio = [1.9325(1+3.785)]/1 = 9.247

Natural gas varies in composition around the world by geographic region.
If you refer to Table 2.12a on page 36 in Volume 1 (Third Addition) of the
North American Combustion Handbook, you will see %Mole(%Volume)
ultimate analysis for different gaseous fuels. As you can see there are 11
ultimate analyses for natural gas alone, based on different geographic
regions of the world. Thermox took this into account when the software
for the premix analyzers and calculator program were generated. There is
a user-input function on both the calculator and PreMix 2000 and CMFA-
P2000 that allows you to enter a calculated H/C ratio for any unique fuel
gas feedstock stream. Taking the molar constituents % and multiplying
them by the individual constituent hydrogen-to-carbon ratios, a pro-rated
hydrogen-to-carbon ratio can be calculated. Using the analysis for eastern
Ohio natural gas, an example is listed below:
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94.1% methane (CH4) hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 4.00

3.01% ethane (C2H6) hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 3.00

0.42% propane (C3H8) hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 2.66

0.28% butane (C4H10) hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 2.50

Pro-rated H/C ratio = (.941*4.0) + (.0301*3.0) + (.0042*2.66) + (.0028*2.5)
= 3.87 (Enter this value software for H/C ratio)

CH3.87 + 1.968 (O2 + 3.785N2) ——> CO2 + 1.936H2O

Stoichiometric Molar Air-to-Fuel Ratio = [1.968(1+3.785)]/1 = 9.41

The data in Figure B-6 were generated for operation using a hydrogen-to-
carbon ratio of 3.73:

Natural Gas Data Based Upon a 3.73 Hydrogen-to-carbon Ratio

Actual Air-
to-fuel
ratio

Oxygen in
Premix Gas
(reactant)

%Excess
Fuel

(reactant)

%Excess
Oxygen
(product)

%Excess
Air %Air %Fuel

Cell mV
@ 1063K

A/F %O2 premix %XSF %O2 %Xsair %air %Natgas mV

7.00 18.36 32.08 N/A N/A 87.50 12.50 913.16
7.50 18.51 23.28 N/A N/A 88.24 11.76 896.91
8.00 18.65 15.57 N/A N/A 88.89 11.11 877.19
8.50 18.77 8.77 N/A N/A 89.47 10.53 849.78
8.80 18.84 5.07 N/A N/A 89.80 10.20 824.03
8.90 18.86 3.89 N/A N/A 89.90 10.10 811.69
9.00 18.88 2.74 N/A N/A 90.00 10.00 795.37
9.10 18.90 1.60 N/A N/A 90.10 9.90 770.80
9.25 18.93 N/A 0.00 0.00 90.24 9.76 300.00
9.30 18.94 N/A 0.12 0.59 90.29 9.71 117.33
9.40 18.96 N/A 0.35 1.67 90.38 9.62 93.56
9.50 18.98 N/A 0.58 2.76 90.48 9.52 82.15
9.60 19.00 N/A 0.81 3.84 90.57 9.43 74.57
9.70 19.02 N/A 1.03 4.92 90.65 9.35 68.88
9.80 19.04 N/A 1.26 6.00 90.74 9.26 64.33
9.90 19.06 N/A 1.49 7.08 90.83 9.17 60.54
10.00 19.07 N/A 1.71 8.16 90.91 9.09 57.28
10.50 19.16 N/A 2.85 13.57 91.30 8.70 45.64
11.00 19.23 N/A 3.98 18.98 91.67 8.33 37.96
12.00 19.37 N/A 6.25 29.80 92.31 7.69 27.64

Figure B-6.
Natural gas based on
3.73 hydrogen-to-
carbon-ratio.
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